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Development of software models to integrate distributed RFID 
technologies into management information systems. 
Fidel Nunez 
Abstract 
The growth of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies within inventory and 
asset tracking processes during recent years, has caused a corresponding increase in 
the amounts of tracking data being generated at the edge of the network. This data 
requires filtering, processing and refining in order to produce information that can be 
used to provide more efficient business processes and aid decision making. 
New legislation such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has enforced the asset tracking process 
in organisations, with RFID enhanced asset tracking technology being proposed as an 
answer. This however, requires the creation of an economical software system to 
consume and filter the data being generated by the hardware readers, and provide 
integration via a middleware solution with existing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
systems.  
This thesis presents a method of collecting and processing data generated by RFID 
hardware. The manner in which the open source based web application1
Security considerations are important due to the sensitive company financial 
information in use and this is considered later on.
 that was 
designed for this project interacts with ERP systems via Microsoft BizTalk messaging 
system is also described. Finally this thesis looks at how users of the Juno system are 
presented and can interact with this information, to help in the asset tracking process. 
                                                     
1 Referred to as “Juno” within this project. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
Motivation for developing Juno fixed asset tracking system 
The main motivation for migration to an RFID aided asset tracking system is to reduce 
costs for the user. RFID offers the promise of cost reductions and increased precision 
in fixed asset tracking, therefore producing real business benefits and gains by cutting 
out the labour-intensive work (1). Asset management enhanced by RFID can 
potentially present lower operational costs and increased efficiencies, an example of 
which could be the ability to find and redeploy equipment in order to meet the needs 
of a rapidly evolving business operation (2); this would not be possible without a 
detailed inventory of the condition and availability of assets. 
In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in the use of RFID technologies, 
mainly due to falling tag and reader costs and the wide availability of fixed and wireless 
communications networks. A middleware solution is required in order to process the 
large amounts of data being generated at the edge of the network by RFID systems 
into usable and refined business information. RFID is not a line of sight technology, it 
allows data to be read from “tags” without contact (3) unlike barcodes, this makes it 
attractive to a wide range of industries such as: healthcare (4), pharmaceutical (5), 
retail (6) and warehousing. The wireless nature of the communication between 
reader and tags raises issues when it comes to data validity; for example metal objects 
interfere and reflect the signals while liquid containers absorb it.  
Older fixed asset tracking systems made use of barcodes in order to keep track of 
assets for the purposes of financial accounting, maintenance and theft deterrence. 
Recent adoption of RFID systems as a replacement for barcode systems has been 
motivated by falling prices for RFID components and the advantage of not requiring 
line of sight identification during audits. IBM is one example of a company where this 
shift to RFID asset management occurred (7); here a legacy system which involved 
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the use of barcodes, paperwork and line of sight manual verification, has been 
replaced by an RFID aided process in order to save time and reduce costs. 
New legislation such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (8) has enforced the asset tracking 
process in organisations, with RFID aided asset tracking being proposed as a possible 
solution (9).This tightening of legal requirements was enacted in response to 
corporate accounting scandals caused by companies such as Enron (10), and imposes 
new stricter requirements on auditing and accounting processes with regards to fixed 
assets. 
RFID aided asset tracking requires the integration of physical hardware such as RFID 
readers and tags with enterprise software via the use of a networked infrastructure 
and a middleware solutions. The data from these sensors is generated on the edge of 
the networks and needs to be collected, filtered and processed before useful 
information is extracted and integrated via middleware solutions with existing 
management information systems. Forrester (11) defines RFID middleware as 
“Platforms for managing RFID data and routing it between tag readers or other auto-identiﬁcation 
devices and enterprise systems”. There is a range of existing commercial middleware 
solutions in use, and these will be discussed in detail in next chapter, along with the 
design and configuration of the Juno middleware. 
The rise of open source software as a viable and economical alternative to costly 
proprietary systems has opened up the possibility of creating cost effective software 
solutions. Hence the use of this kind of software can help bridge the physical interface 
of RFID readers with the existing financial and enterprise software interfaces, in order 
to provide a fixed asset tracking system that is; secure, low cost, fit for purpose and 
works well with the multitude of other third party enterprise systems. Free and open 
source software has played a large role in the design and creation of the Juno 
middleware system. Open source software gives the user the freedom to examine, 
change, use, copy, distribute, and improve the software. Unfortunately, there are 
various degrees of “freedom” afforded by a wide range of licenses, with the more 
commonly used ones being, the GNU Public License (GPL) (12) and the BSD License 
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(13), one needs to be aware of the differences, nuances and cons of these licenses. 
Open source software can usually be downloaded from a generic open source project 
hosting sites, such as Google Code (14) and SourceForge (15) or from a project 
specific homepage such as jQuery (16). Use of open source software is not without 
caveat, and issues exist when it comes to; overall quality, code revision control, 
availability of clear documentation and reliability. These concerns arise as open source 
projects, which have usually evolved to suit the interests of the participants who might 
have followed a different path from other interested parties. 
Yet another motivation for the development of the Juno asset tracking system, came 
from the industrial partner who had in the past unsuccessfully tried to design and 
develop a similar asset tracking system, and who were hoping to use this research 
project as a stepping stone towards a future full product development and 
commercialisation project venture with Enterprise Ireland and GMIT. As outlined later 
on in this thesis in the requirements section, the past experience and lessons learned 
from this proprietary asset tracking application, which unfortunately failed to meet its 
objectives has helped in ensure that the same mistakes are avoided in this project. 
 
Aims and objectives of the research work 
The overall aim of the project is to determine if the fixed asset tracking process may be 
made more efficient using RFID. This would be developed by designing and 
implementing an integrated system, by following these main objectives: 
• Provide RFID hardware abstraction, data gathering and filtering, and keeping 
the asset register up to date with reconciling the tag information. 
• Offer data storage, asset related information input and retrieval for system 
users, and help the user in the decision making processes. 
• Supply interoperability with various third party management and information 
systems via the use of a third party messaging middleware system. 
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In order to meet the above objectives, an effective fixed asset tracking solution needs 
to be researched, designed and developed. The main features of such a solution would 
include usability, security, extensibility and integration with enterprise financial 
software.  
Usability and a clean user interface (UI) are essential features that directly support the 
users in their interaction with the system. A good user interface should be intuitive, 
consistent, and also clean of clutter and distractions. In the context of this project, all 
of these features should help the user to interact and participate in the asset tracking 
process with a little or no training. Although, the interface is a small layer, similar to 
the icing on a cake, the importance of getting this component of the system right 
cannot be underestimated, as this layer is directly visible to end users. The key goals of 
user interface design are: productive use of the system via an increase in learning 
speed and decrease in interaction error rate (17), and allowing the user to act and 
make decisions on the presented information (18). 
Since the system would make use of a wide variety of different technologies and would 
be primarily client / server based, security considerations are paramount. Sensitive 
financial company data would flow through the system, therefore, the risk of a data 
leak or unauthorised access by parties such as a competitor, could put the whole 
business at risk. Hence, tight access control, security precautions and other security 
aspects are explored in this research and a section in Chapter 5 is dedicated to security 
aspects of the project. 
Extensibility is a much coveted aspect of any software system and is often hard to 
achieve. The development of the Juno system using modularised techniques is 
explored in detail in the later chapters, the software framework designed for this 
system helps to easily add modules (also known as controllers within the Model View 
Controller architecture) to the system and modify and extend existing ones. A well 
documented internal Class structure and APIs allows us to have loosely coupled 
modules, meaning that these modules can interact with the data models and inputs 
and outputs of the system, through stable interfaces that also follow the “Information 
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Hiding Principle” (19) where one module doesn’t concern itself with the internal 
implementation of another one, and a change in one area doesn’t not unexpectedly 
cascade through the system, leaving us with a solid, reliable and maintainable software 
system. These metrics are of high importance and as illustrated by Frederick Brooks in 
his classic software engineering piece (20) get harder to achieve as the complexity of 
software system rises nonlinearly with size. 
Yet another objective is to look into integration options for the multitude of hardware 
and software components to be used in this project, and to explore the pros and cons 
of these technologies. This includes a review of software systems ranging from 
relational databases and web servers to underlying the operating system and high level 
programming languages.  
Since the project has wide scope and is team based, the principle objective for the 
author is the development of the Juno RFID asset tracking web application, and 
integration with the RFID Reader Driver Abstraction layer on one side and ERP system 
via BizTalk middleware on the other side. 
Several other main objectives and tasks for the author include: 
• Conducting a literary review of and researching the structure and architecture 
of existing RFID middleware systems. 
• Analysis of existing asset tracking systems and the design and development of 
an improved system. 
• Working closely with the other researcher on the project and outside 
consultant (Teamwork Breakdown section in Chapter 4 goes into further detail) 
in order to integrate hardware systems and communicate via third party 
middleware. 
• Identifying and using suitable software systems and finding the best fit with the 
overall project objectives and system requirements. 
• Working with the industrial partner in order to gather requirements and 
incorporate any changes resulting from feedback received.  
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Emphasis was made by the industrial partner with regards to; usability, security, 
extensibility and integration.  
 
 
Research Methodology 
The approach taken in this research project is as follows: 
• Literary review. 
• Research into web application and network security. 
• Requirements analysis and system design. 
• Infrastructure and technology review. 
• Development and testing of the system. 
 
 
Thesis Structure 
Chapter 1 presents the motivation, aims and objectives for the project and this thesis 
along with methodology and thesis structure. 
Chapter 2 contains a literary review of RFID technologies and its history, the work 
being done in the field and current state of technology, and finally a look at related 
emerging technologies. 
Chapter 3 lists the system requirements gathered from the industrial partner. Also 
included is a detailed look at the pros and cons of the wide range of technologies used 
in this project, along with the reasoning behind the selection of underlying software. 
Chapter4 examines the analysis and design steps taken in order to find the correct 
development approach and to meet the project requirements and objectives.  Also 
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described are the implementation of the solution and the detailed structure of each of 
its three sub-systems. 
Due to the risks of possibly sensitive company information being accessed by 
unauthorised users, half of Chapter 5 is devoted to the important security issues in 
relation to the developed system. Current security threats and issues are discussed 
and presented to the reader. This chapter also outlines the testing methodology used 
throughout the development of the system. 
The conclusions are presented in Chapter 6 and the success of applying the developed 
Juno solution to an RFID based asset tracking process is determined. Future direction 
for the system and recommendations for further work are also discussed here. 
Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
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In order to design an effective system, it is important to examine the technologies 
used, and also gain an understanding of the history and the current and future state of 
these technologies.  
 
RFID 
Overview 
The paper by H. Stockman in 1948 (21) is regarded as the first work to be published 
on the subject of RFID but, despite the technology itself being rather simple, it took 
many decades for the required engineering disciplines of antenna and circuit design, as 
well as the rise of software engineering and new circuit printing techniques, to be 
responsible for the recent widespread deployments and large scale applications of 
RFID systems. 
RFID is usually used to describe a system of identification involving electronic readers 
sensing the presence of tags attached to items. These readers use electromagnetic 
field variations to communicate with and read information from the tags within range 
of the antennae. The data that is collected by the reader(s) in this fashion is then 
transmitted via a network to an RFID Middleware system, which is a collection of 
software that analyses, filters and processes the received data.  
The main difference between RFID and other wireless transmission techniques is the 
asymmetric method of communication, where the reader acts as a transmitter and the 
tag takes the role of a responder, which reflects or modulates the electromagnetic 
waves from the reader.  This is one of the reasons for the relative success of RFID 
technology, it allows complex readers with several antennae to interrogate and 
communicate with a range of small and low cost tags. Also note that the 3rd main 
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component of an RFID system (22) is called a middleware server (see FIGURE 1 - 
RFID SYSTEM OVERVIEW) or controller; this is a workstation or server running control 
and data processing software. 
 
Figure 1 - RFID system overview 
 
It is important to highlight that RFID technology suffers from several limitations, one 
being the physical constraints of metals and liquids blocking radio waves and the other 
being interference of communication between the readers and defective tags (23). 
 
Readers 
RFID readers are expensive but, powerful devices that are one of the main 
components of RFID systems. These RFID readers contain the following components 
(24) : 
• One or more antennae attached to the reader, this allows for a greater 
interrogation area with just one reader.  
• Radio interfaces responsible for modulation, demodulation and transmission 
and reception. 
• A Microcontroller, digital signal processing and cryptographic modules. 
• A Networking interface to allow for communication with software applications. 
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Currently one reader can simultaneously communicate with multiple tags within the 
read range, with a 98% accuracy rate when scanning 1000 tags per second reported 
(25). 
 
Figure 2 - WaveTrend RX900 Active RFID Reader 
 
Tags 
RFID tags are small and relatively cheap and are one of the main components in RFID 
systems. When queried by a reader through the transmission of a radio frequency 
signal, the purpose of these tags is to provide a unique identifier (26) in order to help 
identify the object the tag is attached to, and in some cases small amounts of data that 
is stored on the tag is also provided. Tags usually contain the following electronic 
components; a microchip, an antenna and a capacitor. These components are getting 
smaller and smaller over time, with new technologies such as the “coil on chip” design 
allowing for creation of tags 6mm in diameter and 1mm in depth (27). These 
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electronic tags (also sometimes referred to as transponders) can be divided into two 
main types; passive and active or a mixture of these two.  
Passive tags are powered by the signal from the reader which interrogates the tag, 
they do not have a power source such as a battery and instead derive their power from 
the electromagnetic signal from the reader, this severely limits their range to under 3 
meters, while on the positive side they have a long lifespan (28) and require no 
maintenance. Passive tags are the most commonly used variety and are cheap (29) to 
manufacture. 
Active tags contain an onboard power supply usually in the form of a battery; this 
allows for communication over greater distances and through more interference than 
passive tags. Due to the availability of onboard power, environmental sensors such as 
a temperature sensor (30) or a humidity sensor (28) can be added to enhance the 
functionality of the active tag. Unfortunately active tags are currently larger in size and 
more complex than passive tag implementation, and the additional power 
requirement adds to the costs of the tags. The current cost differential between active 
and passive tags is large; with active tags costing up to $US 20.00 and passive tags 
ranging in price between $US 0.20 and 0.50 (31). There are two types of active tags: 
transponders and beacons (32). Transponders are woken up once they receive a 
signal from a reader, an example would be signal from a toll booth waking up the 
transponder on a car windshield; their main design advantage is increased battery life 
due to them only being used when woken by a reader signal. A beacon emits a signal 
at defined intervals and is usually used in location systems and needs to be picked up 
by at least three or more antennae in order to triangulate tag position. 
Roy Want from Intel Research outlines two fundamentally different ways of 
transferring power from the reader to the tag and hence allowing communication; 
these being magnetic induction and electromagnetic wave capture (33). Magnetic 
coupling limits the operating range to under a meter; this is due to the magnetic field 
strength generated by the reader rapidly weakening with distance as described by 
Want: “The range for which it is possible to use magnetic induction approximates to    c /2π f. Thus, as 
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the frequency ( f ) of operation increases, the distance that near-field coupling can operate over 
decreases (c being a constant, the speed of light)” (34).  
 
High frequency (HF) near-field RFID tags using magnetic induction operate at a 
frequency of 13.56 MHz and have spawned a range of standards such as ISO 14443 for 
ticketing, ISO 15693 for access control and ISO 18000 for item tracking (35). An 
example of this technology in use can be seen in key cards used by authorised 
personnel to gain access to an area by holding a card in front of a reader. 
Far-field RFID tags capture the electromagnetic waves from the reader antenna, which 
powers on the electronics in the tag and the tag responds via a process known as back-
scattering, the use of a backscattering link results in savings of cost and power (36). 
These tags must operate at specific EM ranges due to regulations on UHF 
communications, but they do have a much greater operational range, on the downside 
 
Figure 3 - Mixture of active and passive tags used in the project 
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these tags are affected by presence of water in the environment. These tags are 
recognisable by their large dipole antennas. 
One interesting new technological advance with positive implications for active RFID 
tag technology is the development of printable batteries, research and work being 
carried out by the Electric Nano Systems (ENAS) at the Fraunhofer Research Institution 
(37). These offer the promise of millimetre thin batteries that can be cost effectively 
produced by printing processes. These batteries are less than a millimetre thick and 
weigh less than one gram, and they also provide a voltage of 1.5V and contain no 
mercury (38). 
 
Figure 4 - Printable Battery (source: Fraunhofer ENAS) 
 
This development would mean physically smaller and cheaper active RFID tags, which 
could open doors for more applications and make it more attractive to use active RFID 
in asset tracking. 
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Middleware 
As outlined earlier the third component of RFID systems is the middleware server; 
which collects via a network the data generated by the readers, and then processes it 
into useful information. Listed are the main functions of an RFID middleware system: 
• Collecting data from readers, this process is triggered by periodic events being 
called by a scheduler. 
• An abstraction layer is required in order to get data into a common format 
from a multitude of readers, each of which use differing data transmission 
formats. 
• Optionally authenticating and decrypting the data. 
• Filtering the data to remove duplication and erroneous reads. 
• Storing the processed information in a data store. 
• Providing an interface for higher level applications. 
Sunder Kekre, a professor at Carnegie-Mellon University expressed his concerns (39) 
about the flood of potential data from RFID readers, data that needs to be analysed 
and processed into practical information in order to be useful in business applications:  
“RFID will generate vast amounts of data. But how will you utilize that data to predict problems, isolate 
issues, and improve processes to drive efficiencies and create value? We need better methods for 
developing business intelligence” 
The main job of RFID middleware server is to process the data retrieved from readers, 
then filter out incomplete or duplicate readings and store in a data store.  
Retrieving data from RFID readers is rather tricky since there are no commonly agreed 
communication standards in use at this time, and each reader currently uses its own 
proprietary and often very different interface and data formats. Hence one of the main 
functions of a middleware system is to provide a common and uniform API for higher 
level applications, and to solve the differences in communication formats between 
readers via the use of plug-ins designed to handle each reader’s unique interface. This 
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makes use of the computer science principle of encapsulation, where the internal 
mechanisms and workings of a system are hidden behind a well defined interface.  
The authentication of tags and decryption of received data is performed in some 
middleware systems, in order to enhance security and privacy in RFID systems while 
minimising the extra overhead added by encryption features. One approach proposed 
by Keunwoo Rhee et al (40), works by combining an encryption algorithm with a 
password derived key and can be applied to low-cost RFID systems. 
The core function of RFID middleware is to filter the data received from readers; this 
process involves reducing the amounts of data and converting it into more relevant 
information, which can be used by applications dependant on this data. This process 
can be explained using an example of an RFID tagged object moving along on a 
conveyor belt; 
1. An Event is triggered by the middleware and the reader queries the tag asking 
for an identifier. 
2. The Tag responds to the query, this is read by the reader and the data is read 
via a reader interface. There could be other tagged objects on the belt, so a 
large set of data is collected. 
3. Duplicates and erroneous reads are removed, sometimes an object is not read 
due to interference but, the middleware system can compensate due to the 
frequency of reads. 
4. The data is added to the data store. 
5. An inventory application might query the store via an API in order to find all 
objects of type X that passed through the read area. 
This duplicate removal process seen in step 3, along with continuous querying in order 
to catch any tagged items that might not have been read due to interference, is a 
characteristic of all RFID middleware systems such as the LIT Middleware outlined by 
Ashad Kabir et al. (41). 
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The final component of an RFID middleware server is the application level interface; 
this is a set of APIs, which allow business applications to interact with RFID systems 
and request useful data from them. Currently most of the RFID middleware systems 
use proprietary interfaces but, GS1 EPCglobal recently updated their ALE (Application 
Level Events) specification to version 1.1 which is described as: 
“This EPCglobal Board-ratified standard specifies an interface through which clients may obtain filtered, 
consolidated Electronic Product Code™ (EPC) data from a variety of sources.” (42) 
ALE is similar to SQL in the way it allows applications to interact with data without 
dealing with the quirks and complexities of the underlying system. 
Another way of looking at RFID middleware is the manner in which the three layer 
system architecture is being used; design patterns are explored in further detail later 
on in this chapter. Feng Li et al (43) have identified three main layers: 
• RFID hardware management layer (RHML), provides the connection between 
RFID devices and the middleware, hides the implementation detail of RFID 
reader communication, and provides an interface for the data management 
layer. 
• RFID data management layer (RDML) processes the collected data. 
• RFID application interface layer (RAIL) provides access and delivers information 
to other systems. 
The above layers can be identified in all RFID middleware implementations 
encountered during the research. 
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Review of existing RFID middleware systems 
Microsoft BizTalk 
RFID middleware can be considered a subset of Message-Oriented middleware 
systems; this is a system that uses messages to transmit information between 
components. The best known of such messaging systems is Microsoft’s BizTalk server, 
which also includes RFID adapters in the most recent versions (BizTalk server 2006 and 
2009). Weiwei Sun et al. describes BizTalk RFID as a system that (44): 
“ ... provides an open interface based on XML and Web Services, various hardware (such as RFID, bar 
code, IC card) compatible with DSPI (Device Service Provider Interface) can be Plug and play in Microsoft 
Windows, besides that OM/API is provided, the application program can be coded in managed code 
(C#).”  
BizTalk RFID stack consists of several layers, see FIGURE 5 - BIZTALK RFID STACK 
(SOURCE: PRO RFID IN BIZTALK SERVER 2006 R3) 
 
Figure 5 - BizTalk RFID stack (source: Pro RFID in BizTalk Server 2006 r3) 
 
Looking from the bottom hardware layer we have 5 layers as described by Mark 
Beckner et al. (45): 
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• Physical Layer – Lowest layer representing real world physical entities such as 
RFID tags, barcodes and various other sensors. 
• Reader Level – This layer is responsible for the communication between the 
physical layer below and the Device Provider Layer (DSPI) above 
• DSPI – Provides uniform abstraction to the above layer for hardware devices 
using plug-in drivers which are called “device providers” within BizTalk and are 
usually provided by reader manufacturers. 
• Application Level Services – This is a collection of edge application level services 
designed to be called by end user code, This includes;  
o Data abstraction API’s similar to ADO.NET model for databases. 
o Execution environment for BizTalk Rule Engine (BRE) rules. 
o Event processing model called RFID business process; similar to XML 
based Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) workflows are defined. 
• Back end connectivity layer – The top layer of the stack, includes BizTalk 
orchestrations, real time monitoring, analytics and connectivity to other 
systems. 
 
  
IBM WebSphere RFID 
IBM’s WebSphere RFID middleware system provides the infrastructure and backbone 
support for RFID solutions, with the aim of; connecting tags, readers and enterprise 
information systems (46). The main components (also illustrated in FIGURE 6 - IBM 
WEBSPHERE SOLUTION MAP) are: 
• WebSphere RFID Device Infrastructure. 
• WebSphere RFID Premises Server. 
• WebSphere Business Integration Server. 
• Custom Business Logic dependant on a particular deployment and usage 
scenario. 
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IBM WebSphere RFID is not a complete off the shelf solution, and does require writing 
custom application software (preferably by a costly IBM consulting team), in order to: 
• Process RFID events received from the edge controller, and optionally 
modifying the event processing and device controller logic. 
• Implement premise specific business logic to interpret the event data, a sample 
application is included. 
• Collect and correlate the data into back-end business processes and systems. 
 
 
Figure 6 - IBM WebSphere Solution map 
 
In some respects WebSphere RFID is similar to BizTalk server; they are both message 
driven systems. Some of the key concepts include: 
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• Events – These are XML messages containing information about an event, 
usually tag reads from readers. 
• Queues – Events flow through the system using a series of message queues. 
The originating sender just places the message into a queue and is not 
concerned with what component or components will receive and act on the 
message. 
• Tasks – A publish and subscribe model is used within WebSphere, when an 
event is placed in a queue; WebSphere MQ notifies one or more subscribed 
components, which process the events accordingly. 
 
Review of existing RFID asset tracking systems 
 
“Global SAW Tag” RFID system 
GST RFID is one of the more interesting examples of RFID technology in use in an asset 
tracking process (47). The main objective of this system is the tracking of assets on 
the International Space Station (ISS) in order to reduce costs, which are very high 
($20,000 per kilogram (48) ) when it comes to bringing objects and supplies into 
orbit. 
The ISS presents a whole range of unique asset tracking issues, which can be solved 
with the use of RFID technology. Due to the zero gravity condition, assets need to be 
tied down, and are hidden from view inside flight bags. Crew also used to spend up to 
20 minutes a day updating and synchronising with the legacy barcode asset tracking 
system, reduction of this time to 4 minutes a day with the use of RFID, yields an 
estimated saving of $20,000 per day (30). Also being able to quickly find and resupply 
certain assets creates a safer environment for the crew. 
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Figure 7 - SAW RFID tags and tagged flight-bag (source: NASA) 
 
The Saw technology can provide a complete inventory of a flight-bag, with 98% 
accuracy, in well under a minute, compared to 30 minutes for manual inventory in 
orbit. FIGURE 7 - SAW RFID TAGS AND TAGGED FLIGHT-BAG (SOURCE: NASA) shows a 
close up of the tags and a flight-bag and FIGURE 8 - NASA VERSION OF THE SAW 704 
READER WITH PDA (SOURCE: NASA) has a photo of a reader and attached PDA. 
The system was tested in 2008 in orbit and has displayed key advantages such as: 
• Anti-collision capability. 
• Large ID number space. 
• Small physical tag size. 
• Signal working with liquids and metals. 
• Low, safe RF reader power. 
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Figure 8 - NASA version of the SAW 704 reader with PDA (source: NASA) 
 
“OATSystem” and “Reva” RFID Asset tracking systems 
The RFID Journal provides us with two interesting case studies of RFID asset tracking 
systems; these are OATSystem in use at the Super Bowl and the Reva system in use by 
Sony (49). 
OATSystem is used by the Sports Video Group since 2007 in order to tag and track 
expensive and sophisticated video production equipment, which is used to televise the 
Super Bowl event. The technology helps personnel to find the equipment quickly. 
The Reva system in use by Sony Europe helps reduce shrinkage and increases shipping 
efficiency. An interesting twist in this system is the use of cameras, which are triggered 
to record and store video when a tagged item passes thru the read area. 
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RFID Asset Tracking Alternatives 
At the time of the writing of this thesis, there are several emerging technologies, which 
hold the promise of possible applications in asset tracking. 
 
Bokode’s 
The MIT Camera Culture Group has put forward a paper on Bokode’s at SIGGRAPH 
2009 conference (50). Within this paper they detail a novel optical barcode design, 
which may be read with an out of focus camera at a relatively long range by exploiting 
the bokeh effect of ordinary camera lenses. Despite the increased read range and 
being able to store more information compared to barcodes, bokode’s might not be 
useful in asset tracking applications when compared to RFID, since they use the visual 
part of the electromagnetic-spectrum, hence requiring a line of sight between the 
camera reader and tag. The MIT researchers reason that this line of sight requirement 
increases security compared to RFID tags and doesn’t  require an on-board power 
source. 
 
RuBee 
Another possible alternative is RuBee, a new development from Visible Assets. RuBee 
is based on a new standard IEEE P1902.1 "RuBee Standard for Long Wavelength 
Network Protocol" (51):  
“RuBee will allow for networks encompassing thousands of radio tags operating below 450 KHz. RuBee 
networks provide for real-time inventory under harsh environments, e.g., near metal and water and in 
the presence of electromagnetic noise. RuBee radio tags, which can be either active or passive, have 
proven battery lives of ten years or more using inexpensive lithium batteries” 
Despite being described as an alternative to RFID, RuBee can be considered a variant 
of RFID and contains the same core characteristics as RFID technology (52). RuBee 
uses active LF (low frequency) tags containing an on board battery and clock. One of 
the more interesting features of RuBee is how IP (Internet Protocol) is used to address 
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tags via their own unique IP address, also since each tag is a transceiver it can connect 
to other tags in range and establish a peer-to-peer network, this enables the base 
station reader to exchange information with tags that are not within the read field (1 
to 30 meters) of the reader itself (53). 
 
Figure 9 - RuBee tags (source: Visible Assets) 
RuBee is a relatively new technology and has a lot in common with active RFID; for 
example the use of batteries enables the tags to be usable for a period of several 
years. There are also differences between RuBee and RFID technologies such as: 
• RuBee tags are active long wavelength transceivers working in the 131 kHz to 
450 kHz band (54), unlike RFID which works in the VHF or UHF bands. 
• Almost all of the energy radiated by a RuBee base station is in the magnetic 
field as opposed to the electric field. Vipul Chawla et al. note that (55): “Long-
wave magnetic signalling has a great advantage; it is highly resistant to performance 
degradation near metal objects and water, a serious problem for UHF and Microwave far-field 
RFID”. 
The ability to work near liquid and metallic objects in harsh conditions, gives the 
technology an edge when it comes to asset tracking compared with RFID, and is 
leading to adoption of RuBee technology by companies such as Motorola, Panasonic, 
Sony and IBM (56). 
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RuBee poses several disadvantages:  
• Data transmission rate is very slow (1200 baud) compared to other packet 
based network standards and the packet size is limited to few hundred bytes. 
• If multiple tags are present in a small space, transmissions from various tags 
overlap, this leads to the tag identifier and other information transmitted to be 
missing. 
• The use of IPv4 protocol is short-sighted considering that IPv4 addresses are 
becoming scarce; using IPv6 would have been a better idea. 
 
Software architectures and Design Patterns 
An overview of several software architectures and design patterns is required, in order 
to understand and appreciate the design choices made during the development of the 
Juno system. The following section provides a review of relevant, tested and proven 
design patterns. A combination of these methods along with several architectural 
differences, were used in the design and the development of the Juno system, the 
specific implementation details are outlined in later chapters. 
Design patterns and pattern based development provides software developers with 
proven design techniques, in order to efficiently solve common programming design 
issues. Frank Buschman et al. write (57):  
“Patterns help you build on the collective experience of skilled software engineers. They capture 
existing, well-proven experience in software development and help to promote good design practise. 
Every pattern deals with a specific, recurring problem in the design or implementation of a software 
system. Patterns can be used to construct software architectures with specific properties.” 
 
Design patterns prove useful when designing and developing large software systems, 
as they help to visualise complicated processes into a common pattern or set of 
patterns. These models also help in facilitating communication of concepts between 
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designers and developers of a large system, which is usually developed in a team 
environment. 
 
Multi-Tier Architecture 
Multi-Tier Architecture, also referred to as N-Tier or Three Layer, is a manner of 
separating presentation from data management and business logic. The most 
commonly used variation is the Three Layer architecture, often used in client/server 
systems.  
Layering is a common technique used in many software and hardware systems, best 
described as cake (58); here each layer rests on a lower layer, with the top layer using 
the services defined by the bottom layer in the stack, with the bottom layer being 
unaware of any higher levels. An example of this is the modern network stack; here an 
HTTP service runs on top of TCP/IP which in turn can be transmitted through a variety 
of physical networks. Layering has its downsides, for example modifying the bottom 
data layer by adding a new database row, leads to modifications needing to be made 
at the higher application and presentation layers. 
The Three Layer Architecture is an attempt to solve the domain logic issues raised by 
the older 2 Layer client/server model, an example of one is a client connecting and 
manipulating a database directly. It consists of three primary levels; data, logic and 
presentation. This architecture lends itself well to designing web based applications, 
for example;  
• Presentation Layer consisting of HTML documents and JavaScript in order to 
display data to user and provide interactivity and comfortable UI experience. 
• Domain Logic Layer consisting of PHP or JAVA code in order to; handle specific 
domain logic and input validation, providing calculations on the inputs and 
stored data, handling inputs from presentation layer and dispatching outputs. 
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• Data Layer, most often a relational database system whose concern is to 
provide data integrity, transactions, redundancy and storage. 
Thomas Shelford et al. (59) provide an example of a Three Layer architecture, this 
sample application is also illustrated in FIGURE 10 - SAMPLE 3 LAYER APPLICATION: 
1. User Requests an article at the web based presentation level. 
2. The request is processed by the business logic, which queries the database. 
3. Data is converted into an XML document. 
4. This in turn is transformed and returned to the user. 
 
Figure 10 - Sample 3 Layer Application 
This architecture is not without its own issues, for example questions usually arise as 
to where to place data validation and filtering or how to map relational data to object 
oriented models. Nevertheless Multi-Tier Architecture and its variations are important 
when it comes to designing web applications, these usually consist of:  
• Web servers such as Nginx serving documents and browsers such as Internet 
Explorer presenting this information to the user, this is the presentation layer 
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• Application logic involved in processing and generating dynamic content, for 
example PHP or ASP.net scripts. 
• Back-end database managing and storing the data, for example MySQL 
database. 
Some of the above components can be identified within the Juno system and will be 
described in further detail in the Technology section of the next chapter. 
 
Model View Controller 
N-Tier architecture concerns itself with separating Data Access, Business Logic and UI 
but, difficulties arise in trying to separate the UI from Business Logic. Model View 
Controller (MVC) design pattern tries to address this issue, by introducing a Controller, 
which communicates with the View and the Model. The main components of MVC are: 
• Model is an object or a set of objects, which represent domain logic and 
functionality to access and work with the relevant data. There is no Data Layer 
in MVC as it is encapsulated by the model. 
• View displays the data generated by the Model. It also concerns itself with UI 
aspects such as presenting human readable information to users. 
• Controller handles the information received from the View, for example: an 
HTML form with new information being submitted. It processes and filters this 
information, updates the Model accordingly and then updates the View. 
According to Fowler (58), the Model View Controller pattern splits user interface 
interaction into three distinct roles; as illustrated in FIGURE 11 – CLASSIC MODEL VIEW 
CONTROLLER. He also identifies two principal separations; separating the View from the 
Model and separating the Controller from the View. Separation of the View from the 
Model is a good software engineering practice as it allows for:  
• Easier testing of visual and non visual components. 
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• Separation of concerns. The View deals mostly with UI issues and how to 
present data, while the Model involves thinking about business processes and 
data interactions. 
• Creation of multiple Views, this facilitates the output from the Model to be 
shown in different ways, for example data from the Model can be displayed as 
an HTML page or exposed via an API. 
The separation between View and Controller is often harder to distinguish, but it does 
help in application development and keeping the code clean. An example would be 
ASP.net code behind where the HTML view is separate from the C# code, which 
handles events. Also a View could potentially interact with multiple Controllers or the 
controller can be replaced with a dummy test Controller in order to facilitate testing, 
hence this separation is important. 
 
Figure 11 – Classic Model View Controller relations 
MVC pattern is used widely in web applications, mainly because it lends itself so well 
to the request/response communication cycle between the client and the server. It is 
considered to be an evolution of the legacy Input, Processing, Output (IPO) pattern 
used in old text-only applications (60). The following example describes how MVC fits 
into the context of a web application: 
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• The Model consists of a set of classes representing the domain logic objects. An 
example could be a User class, which has methods to interact with an external 
database to add or remove users in the system; it also could have optional 
methods to check data validity such as whether a username is of a correct 
format.  
• The View is rendered by the browser, for example in response to an HTTP 
request to the server; the output from the above User Model could be a list of 
users in the system rendered as an HTML table. 
• The Controller is the glue that links the View and the Model, in this example it 
could be a PHP script running on the server, which processes a received HTTP 
POST request from the clients browser, which has the rendered View, it would 
process this request and pass the data to the Model, a sample request could be 
to delete a user from the system. 
Jason Sweat provides another way of looking at the MVC pattern (61), as used in 
HTTP based web applications within the context of the request/response cycle; this is 
illustrated in FIGURE 13 - MVC IN HTTP REQUEST/RESPONSE CONTEXT. 
 
Figure 13 - MVC in HTTP request/response context 
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There are many implementations of the MVC pattern in multiple programming 
languages, with frameworks such as ASP.net MVC or Zend Framework (62) offering 
the infrastructure required to build an MVC class of applications. 
 
 
Front Controller 
The Front Controller pattern attempts to solve several issues inherent in web 
applications, by providing a single point of entry for all requests to an application. Matt 
Zandstra identifies some of these issues (63): 
• If incoming HTTP requests are handled at multiple locations, this inherently 
leads to code duplication. 
• Any updates may need to be deployed across several application entry points, 
this makes it difficult to test or maintain a system. 
A solution for these issues is to configure the web server to forward all HTTP requests 
to one front controller entry point script; this allows the application developer to 
consolidate common functionality into the front controller, but a method needs to be 
created in order to route the requests to appropriate command objects (also referred 
to as Page Controllers, more on them later). 
FIGURE 12 - FRONT CONTROLLER SEQUENCE DIAGRAM shows a sample execution 
sequence involving the Front Controller pattern, also displayed is the Intercepting 
Filter pattern, which is often used alongside Front Controller; this pattern allows the 
developer to add a chain of filters to perform a variety of common tasks such as 
authentication, logging or localisation (64). Here we also see the handler analyse the 
URL, determine the course of action and then dispatch control to an action command. 
This action command object could be a variation of the Page Controller pattern. 
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Figure 12 - Front Controller Sequence Diagram 
 
Registry Pattern 
As described earlier a common way of designing applications is to use several layers 
with defined communication interfaces, this done in order to gain flexibility. In Object 
Oriented designs this raises issues when it comes to accessing global data, parameters 
and shared objects; a common example in web applications would be access to the 
shared database connection class. The use of global variables is often a bad design 
choice and causes issues; such as a component modifying a global variable, which leads 
to unexpected outcomes elsewhere. 
A solution to referencing well known objects without resorting to the use of global 
variables is the Registry pattern, which has been described as (61):  
“The Registry pattern is like an object phone book – a directory – that stores and retrieves references to 
objects, making it the definite source of information for your entire application.” 
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Figure 13 - Simple Registry class 
The Registry class allows one controlled access to objects and eliminates the need for 
global variables; this can be useful in Unit Testing of components and helps reduce 
dependency bugs in software. As can be seen in Figure 13 - Simple Registry class the 
Registry consists of: 
• An associative array often called the “object store”; here the references to 
objects are stored. 
• A small set of getter and setter methods, which allow access to the object 
store.
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Chapter 3 – System Requirements and Technologies 
In Chapter 2, RFID and Middleware technologies where reviewed. These technologies 
and architectures provide a foundation for the Juno system. This chapter begins by 
identifying the gathered functional and non-functional requirements. Following on is 
an overview of the various software technologies chosen for this project and used in 
the development of the solution. 
 
Requirements 
The final outcome of a completed software system is heavily dependent on the steps 
taken and the decisions made early on in the software development process; the same 
applies to any engineered system compromising of hardware and software 
components. Requirements gathering and analysis is a very important first step in the 
development of any project, since any mistakes made or errors introduced early on in 
the development of a system, are amplified and cause large and costly issues closer to 
the completion of a project. 
The goal of software development is to develop quality software that meets the 
customer’s needs, and is produced on time and on budget (65). In order to meet this 
goal, the system requirements must be gathered and analysed. Requirements’ 
gathering is a communication intensive process; in the case of this project this involved 
meeting with the “customers”, which where the employees of Efast Teo (the industrial 
partner for this project), in order to record, clarify and discuss the system 
requirements.  
The following 5 step approach was taken in order to gather clear requirements, and 
compile them into a useful requirements document: 
1. Firstly an agreement was reached on the definition of the problem to be 
solved, this involved creating a problem statement document, and discussing it 
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with the “customer”.  The problem statement document consists of; 
description of the problem, stakeholders affected by this problem and the 
impact on business activity. 
2. An understanding of root causes of the problem was gained by listing them. 
3. Stakeholders involved where identified, and the users of the system. 
4. The boundaries of the proposed system where defined. 
5. And finally system constraints such as technical and financial issues identified. 
The requirements were also influenced by previous asset tracking system in place at 
Efast. This piece of proprietary software called A-Track is a Java based application, 
whose main features include: 
• Importing a list of assets from a comma separated file into the database. 
• Listing the assets and viewing details of each one. 
• Synchronising with XML files containing tag reads produced by WaveTrend RFID 
reader. 
Unfortunately this system did not work too well, due to a wide range of bugs and ever 
changing requirements. Some of the bigger issues with the A-Track system that were 
noted are: 
• Inconsistent and unintuitive User Interface, with most of the work being done 
in Excel instead by the users in order to save time. 
• Import of assets via a comma separated data in a text file being buggy and 
producing inconsistent results or failing without any errors. 
• Windows Server containing the Java application crashing and becoming 
unresponsive after few days of running, a memory leak is suspected to be the 
cause. 
• Synchronization issues with the RFID reader resulting in corrupt data or none at 
all being recorded. 
• Deployment and maintenance issues requiring attention from technicians and 
increased labour costs. 
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These largely negative experiences with the A-Track system have helped in the 
requirements gathering process, since these issues could be examined and new 
solutions proposed. 
The final requirements for the Juno RFID asset tracking system can be broken into 2 
sections, consisting of functional and non-functional requirements. Functional 
requirements describe what a system should do and how it behaves (66). Non-
functional requirements specify constraints on the tasks of the system. 
The top level requirements can be listed and described as follows: 
• Data is to be read by various RFID readers from tags attached to assets. 
• A common interface and messaging data format is required in order to simplify 
working with the following readers; Sirit, WaveTrend and Feig. 
• Flexibility has to exist within the design in order to be able to easily add other 
reader types to the system. 
• Tag read data has to be collected from the networked readers by the RFID 
middleware server and various filters applied, such as duplicate removal. 
• The processed information is to be matched and reconciled with the asset 
database. 
• Asset tracking logs are to be kept, in order to provide functionality such as 
asset movement history report. 
• Any missing assets outside the RFID interrogation area that are unaccounted 
for several minutes are noted, and an exception is raised notifying the users, so 
manual reconciliation can be undertaken. 
• The system has to be web based for easy deployment and use via a browser. 
• Password based authentication system is required in order for the user to be 
able to access the interface. 
• A simple, consistent and clean user interface to be presented to the user. 
• Asset database needs to be accessible with a web based asset registry browser. 
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• Detailed item view is required, providing the users with; detailed asset info, 
user comments, asset and tag relation, asset photograph and finally asset 
accounting information. 
• The interface needs to be easily customisable for branding reasons, and hooks 
in place in order to provide translated versions. 
• Administration panels are required in order to provide a range of functionality 
such as editing users, assets, tags and dealing with exceptions. 
• Reader overview and live status display dashboard in order to simplify system 
management. 
• Asset import facility via upload of a comma separated values text file. 
• Asset import via a third party middleware system from an ERP system. 
• Easy deployment and configuration of the application. 
• Use of open source technologies in order to cut costs and aid any future 
maintenance and extension works on the software. 
The above are the main system requirements and some of the constraints. As can be 
seen these requirements are numerous, and can be further broken down into sub 
requirements and tasks. The completed system would contain several sub systems and 
would need to span a range of hardware and software systems as well as require the 
creation of own custom software and integration of the all the parts. 
 
System Usage Scenario 
During the course of the requirements gathering process an example system usage 
scenario was agreed on with the industrial partner. This helped focus the attention 
towards the key requirements of the system, and also helped highlight the main 
actors, inputs and expected outputs of the Juno system. The scenario was generated 
via the use of a use case driven approach and techniques. Doug Rosenberg writes the 
following about use cases (67):  
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“Use cases give you a structured way of capturing the behavioural requirements of the system, so that 
you can reasonably create a design from them. They help you to understand two fundamental 
questions; what are the users trying to do? And what’s the user’s experience?” 
There are two types of uses cases, business and system. The difference between these 
two is the scope; the business use case describes in non-technical language the 
business processes and actors involved and what goals are achieved, while on the 
other hand the system use case describes the functionality offered to the user and 
what the actor achieves. 
Use cases are represented using UML Use Case diagrams, UML and other UML 
techniques are discussed in more detail in the subsequent chapter. 
The three typical system usage scenarios are: 
1. Continuous asset monitoring. In this scenario tagged assets within the read space 
are continuously monitored and reconciled with the asset register. RFID readers 
and antennae are setup at strategic points within a large area such as store room. 
Assets are located throughout this area and are tagged with RFID tags. The readers 
then periodically interrogate the tags within the read range. Tag read data is 
collected and processed from all readers before being reconciled with the asset 
register, with any exceptions being recorded. 
2. Working with the asset registry. This scenario involves the system users performing 
various tasks such working with assets, handling exceptions and exporting system 
reports. 
3. Integration with a third party ERP system. Here the system user would initiate a 
series of events, which would cause a connection to be made to a third party ERP 
system, allowing for assets to be imported from the ERP system. 
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Technologies 
Developers usually have a variety of choices when it comes to choosing platforms, 
tools and even hardware when it comes to designing, developing and testing a system. 
In this section the infrastructure and technologies used during the development of the 
Juno system are presented. Also described are the reasons for the choices made in 
selecting the hardware and software components of the system. 
Linux OpenSUSE 
The very foundation of the system is built on top of the Linux operating system. This 
allows access to a wide range of free and open source software, and helps meeting the 
requirement goals of: low cost, easy maintenance and deployment, as well as flexibility 
and extensibility. Linux is a UNIX like operating system that is highly modular and very 
flexible, it adheres to POSIX standards and current development is overseen by the 
Linux Foundation (68). The name Linux referrers to the core of the operating system, 
the GNU/Linux Kernel, this provides the drivers and the interface between hardware 
and software, as well as other core system tasks such as CPU scheduling and memory 
management (69). The rest of “Linux” operating system consists of third party open 
source modular components such as; file systems, desktop environments, command 
shells, compilers etc. These components and programs built on top of the kernel are 
commonly referred to “Linux” as well, but this is not strictly correct.  
The large mixture in the way components and libraries are build and configured on top 
of the kernel has spawned a wide range of Linux “flavours”, each flavour is constructed 
to fulfil different software needs, examples of which include: 
• Edubuntu follows the philosophy that and operating system has to be 
accessible to everyone (70), and its main aim is to aid in education. Hence it 
includes components such as educational games and scientific tools. 
• BusyBox is a popular distribution (distribution is another name for a Linux 
“flavour”) used widely in embedded systems such as TV set top boxes (71). 
BusyBox project describes itself as the “Swiss Army Knife of embedded Linux 
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Systems”. One of the better examples of this operating system environment 
running in an embedded system is the FEIG RFID reader used in this project. 
• CentOS is a Linux distribution developed in parallel to the commercial Red Hat 
Enterprise version of Linux, and does not include the same commercial support. 
Its main use is on the server, mainly running web applications, and is widely 
used due to support for various web hosting packages (72). 
With so many available Linux distributions of various shapes and sizes, it is hard to 
make a choice, but after careful consideration it was decided to use OpenSUSE Linux 
distribution for the purposes of this project. The main reasons and advantages of using 
OpenSUSE are: 
• OpenSUSE is one of the major and most popular Linux distributions (73), with 
the project being actively developed, maintained and upgraded. It is also the 
most popular distribution in Europe at this time, with plenty of support 
available online. 
• The YAST system administration interface is unique to SUSE and puts all of the 
common system administration tools under the same well organised set of 
control panels. This greatly helps reduce maintenance and aids in system 
configuration tasks such as; disk management, software package management 
and updates, network management and network services configuration, user 
and authentication management. All of the other Linux distributions have these 
settings in various locations, hence making the system administration tasks 
harder to reach and work with. 
• The install package can be highly customised and only the components 
required installed, this allows to; reduce dependencies, cut down the system 
size, install and use only what’s needed which in turn helps system 
performance and efficiency. For this project a bare minimum of an operating 
system was customised with only the required modules and their 
dependencies. The achieved size was in the region of 400 MB with further 
reduction in size possible, but a point of diminishing returns is passed below 
this size.  
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• OpenSUSE is the community developed fork of Novell SUSE Enterprise Linux, 
which comes with enterprise level support. This allows the Juno system to be 
easily migrated to SUSE Enterprise if such level of support is required. 
 
VMware 
Ease of deployment is one of the main requirements for this system; with VMware this 
aim can be achieved. VMware is a virtualisation server which can run multiple 
unrelated operating systems on top of a Windows or Linux host. A virtualized 
operating system is packaged and installed in a virtual machine, this provides several 
advantages: 
• Ease of management and deployment, as the whole virtual machine exists as a 
set of files in a folder. These can be easily transferred from host to host, and 
several software systems are deployed in this manner, such as OpenBravo ERP 
discussed later on this chapter. 
• “Cloning” allows for an exact replica of a virtual machine to be created, this 
helps greatly in the testing process where a clone can be easily created and 
new configuration tested. 
• Backups, snapshot and screen capture functionality allows creating backups, or 
rolling the system up to a point in time, or replaying a series of events. 
• Isolation between host and guest and between guests provides better security. 
• Sub-division of resources allows several guest operating systems to run on one 
server, thus better utilising server resources. 
• Being able to change virtualized hardware specification of a virtual machine, 
helps in the testing process. For example; the RAM memory usage of a machine 
can be gradually decreased to test performance in a low memory environment 
and to define the minimum system requirements. 
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Figure 14 - Virtualized System overview, hosted architecture 
 
There are two virtualisation architectures; hosted and hypervisor. FIGURE 14 - 
VIRTUALIZED SYSTEM OVERVIEW shows an example of a hosted architecture; here the 
virtualisation software such as VMware Workstation runs on top of full operating 
system. This means that the virtualisation layer relies on the host operating system for 
device and resource management (74), and this incurs extra operating overhead.  
Hypervisor architecture is the second approach to virtualisation; this is a thin and bare-
metal software virtualisation layer on top of the server hardware with no underlying 
operating system host. There are several examples of a hypervisor architecture; Xen 
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open source project and VMware ESX. In this project the Hosted virtualisation method 
was chosen as it provided more flexibility, but the Juno system and the virtual 
appliance it runs in can be easily deployed on a VMware hypervisor server, in order to 
make better use of the server hardware. 
 
MySQL 
Some of the key requirements of this project include; the use of low cost open source 
software and the need to store large amounts of data generated and filtered by the 
RFID asset tracking processes. At the core of the Juno system sits the data store, with 
the MySQL relational database system being picked in order to fulfil the data storage 
needs and requirements.  
MySQL is currently one of the most widely used open source database systems, thanks 
to; speed, stability and extensive interoperability with multiple programming 
languages (75). MySQL supports multiple table types, each with different set or 
properties and characteristics, this unique aspect of the MySQL database system has 
proved very useful within the Juno system, for example: 
• Memory – Memory table type stores the data in memory, this allows for very 
fast data retrieval and updates. This table type is useful for non important data 
such as temporary caches and was used within the Juno project to cache 
system parameters and to provide in memory locking of forms in order to 
prevent CSRF attacks (discussed later in detail in the security chapter). One 
downside of this table type is that data is destroyed when server is restarted; 
hence it’s important not to store any important data in this table type. 
• MyISAM – This table type provides very fast retrieval and indexing, also a light 
compression scheme is applied on the data. This is the default table type in 
MySQL, and was used on several tables within this project, such as the 
temp_tags table which contains the RFID tag reads before they are further 
processed. This table type does not provide transaction safety; this means it 
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cannot be trusted to maintain data consistency, as there is a chance that data 
can go missing.  
• InnoDB – InnoDB is latest alternative to MyISAM which offers extra 
functionality for full ACID support (76), such as; transactions, foreign key 
constraints, row level locking and crash recovery. ACID stands for Atomicity, 
Consistency, Isolation and Durability, these properties are highly important to a 
database system which guarantees that transactions are completed reliably 
and safely. This table type was used extensively within the project in order to 
provide data integrity and transaction support. These extra features come at a 
price of reduced read speeds, but the difference is negligible. 
During the design and planning stage of the project other database systems where 
evaluated, the most notable include PostegreSQL, which is a newer open source 
database project. PostegreSQL is indirectly used within the project, as its one of the 
two database back ends used by OpenBravo ERP system. Decision was made to use 
MySQL due to better documentation available, which proved useful during the system 
development stage. 
 
Nginx 
One of the core project requirements is the availability and access to the system via a 
web based application. Web applications run on the server and the client, where the 
web server responds to HTTP requests with mainly HTML documents, which render 
and execute on the clients browser. A web server is one of the core components in the 
server/client communication process, whose features generally include: 
• Quickly serving static files in response to HTTP requests, such as images and 
style sheets. 
• Serving dynamic content generate by a program, script, or API called by the 
web server. Examples would include dynamically generate content such as 
bulletin boards and auction systems; these are usually generated by 
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programming and scripting languages such as PHP, ASP.net and Java Server 
Pages. 
• HTTPS support, this allows secure and encrypted SSL or TLS connections 
between the client and the server. 
• Logging detailed information based on the request/response cycle, these logs 
can be data mined in order to extract useful traffic statistics and information. 
• Authentication features to prevent unauthorised access to sensitive 
information. 
• Compression to reduce the size of responses to lower bandwidth usage and 
speedup web application performance. 
Nginx web server supports all of the above features and more, via a modular 
architecture. Nginx is a free and open-source HTTP server, known for its stability, high-
performance and rich feature set (77). Due to the highly modular structure and open 
source nature it was possible to compile a customised Nginx web server containing 
only the components required for to fulfil the requirements of the project. This 
flexibility and customisation feature of Nginx allows for the creation of a small 
executable web server to fulfil the requirements, also reducing execution overheads 
and helping security by reducing the attack surface for this internet facing server. 
 
 
PHP 
PHP is a high level programming language, similar in syntax to C, and highly adapted 
for the purposes of web application development. PHP stands for “PHP: Hypertext Pre-
processor”, and is by far the most popular language for use on web servers (78). The 
open source PHP project is managed by the PHP Group, and the platform is available 
free of charge.  
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PHP is used throughout this project, due to the following language and platform 
characteristics; Object Oriented Programming (OOP) features, web application specific 
functionality, command line support, clear documentation, open source license and 
rapid application development (RAD) facilities. 
Object Oriented Programming (OOP) features allow for greater code reuse, more 
modular components and designs, cleaner designs and higher code reusability. The 
object is a combination of data and related methods that work on this data, 
represented in many Object Oriented (OO) languages by a class structure. Rasmus 
Lerdorf, who is the creator of the PHP programming language, writes (79) “OOP 
acknowledges the fundamental connection between data and the code that works on the data, and lets 
you design and implement programs around this connection”. PHP does not include full set of OO 
features compared to languages such as Java, but the language is continually evolving 
and being improved thanks to its open source nature, current version of PHP is 5.2 
with version 5.3 now being in the final testing stages (PHP 5.3 will bring new features 
such as namespaces which are currently missing). Inheritance, interfaces, abstract 
methods, constructors and destructors are all present and available in the current 
version of PHP, allowing the users to use many object oriented design patterns. 
PHP’s main aim is to allow for east and rapid web application development. The 
platform includes useful functionality in order to achieve this, such as;  
• Easy access to HTTP request information such as the GET and the POST 
parameters. 
• Sockets support to allow for messaging over TCP connections. 
• Delimiters allow for easy construction of HTML output, this output is then send 
to the client. 
• A variety of frameworks such as the Zend Framework (62), which have highly 
granular components in order to accomplish tasks and solve issues common to 
web applications. 
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The language is widely used especially for web applications, with excellent online 
support and printed literature. PHP.net website (80) contains extensive API 
documentation as well as examples about all of the language functions and features. 
Unlike Java, PHP is a dynamic language with dynamically typed variables; this means a 
variables type can change and does not need to be defined, the determination of the 
type is left to the language software interpreter. This property allows the programmer 
to be more productive by allowing the code to be written in a higher abstraction level, 
which is further removed from the hardware and facilitates in rapid prototyping and 
testing. PHP code is pre-processed and compiled at runtime, extensions such as APC 
which allow for the dynamically compiled code to be cached in shared memory greatly 
increasing performance in high load applications; this also helps avoid the constant 
parsing and compiling overheads. 
PHP scripts are usually executed when a web server (in the case of this project Nginx) 
passes the contents of a HTTP request sent by the client to the PHP processor. In this 
project several PHP Fast CGI processes are started and they keep running on the server 
in the background. The maintenance, upkeep and rotation of these processed falls on 
the PHP FPM extension, which is compiled in with PHP, the purpose of this patch is to 
maintain PHP Fast CGI instances and to ensure they don’t turn into zombie processes 
or leak system memory. To summarise the web server hands the HTTP request to the 
PHP instance running on the server, PHP processes the request and replies, and the 
output is passed back to the server which in turn sends it to the client. This process can 
be scaled horizontally in order to increase system throughput and availability by 
adding more PHP instances on same or other hardware servers, with Nginx having the 
ability to load balance requests between multiple Fast CGI back-ends. 
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JavaScript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming language with Object Oriented capabilities 
(81). JavaScript is most commonly used and run client side, within the end-users web 
browser; here it can interact with the user, the html document and the browser. In the 
case of this project, these client side abilities are important at providing enhanced user 
interaction with the Juno system. 
Most notable features of JavaScript and their usefulness with respect to the Juno 
system are: event processing, client side validation, document manipulation and 
asynchronous client/server communication. 
Being able to catch browser events such as button clicks and allows the software to 
react to these events. This form of software architecture is referred to as event driven 
programming. In a traditional web application, an event such as submitting a form 
usually results in triggering a full HTTP request/response cycle to the web server, with 
JavaScript one can intercept this event and perform a variety of operations such as 
double checking the data is safe or altering the user interface to notify the end user 
that an operation is in progress. 
Client side validation ties with the above ability to interact and react to user initiated 
events. Client side validation such as checking whether an input from a text field is of a 
correct format (example: date formatting), is quite important in providing a user with a 
more richer experience with the application, as any issues can be detected before 
communication with the server occurs. This allows for a smoother user experience, 
often seen in desktop applications. 
Document manipulation is another important feature of JavaScript. Web servers 
usually reply to HTTP requests with HTML documents in the response, HTML allows for 
JavaScript code to be embedded inline within the document or to be linked to in a 
form of a separate file containing JavaScript code. As the document is loaded and 
parsed by the web browser, any inline or linked JavaScript is executed in a top down 
fashion. Listening to and using browser events, script execution can be deferred until 
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the browser fully downloads, renders the document and builds up a complete 
Document Object Model (DOM). David Flannigan describes DOM as “an API that defines 
how to access the objects that compose a document” (81). This means that parts of the 
document can be manipulated, such as adding, removing or updating portions of text, 
hyperlinks or images. An example of this would be showing the user an error message 
on the page if an exception is detected. 
One of the most useful features of JavaScript is the ability to perform asynchronous 
HTTP requests. HTTP requests are traditionally triggered by a browser when a link is 
followed to a new page or an image is loaded onto the page or when a form is 
submitted, this is the basic request/response cycle. Asynchronous communication 
allows one to develop richer web applications that are very similar to desktop 
applications. This process works by JavaScript making use of the XMLHttpRequest 
object, this is a key component of a web architecture knows as AJAX. AJAX stands for 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, despite its name it is not limited to XML requests, 
and in fact most of the asynchronous calls within the Juno web application sub system 
are JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) encoded data structures (more on this shortly). 
AJAX requests can be performed an d handled in the background by JavaScript with no 
page reloads in browser, requests can also be set to poll the server at time intervals 
allowing for more functionality and giving the application a more responsive feel. Data 
received in an asynchronous response can be encoded with XML or JSON. JSON is light 
weight, text based and human readable data interchange format (82), it has several 
advantages over XML in this form of client/server communication such as; small data 
size, faster processing and parsing as the format is native to JavaScript.  
An example of all of the above JavaScript features in use within Juno would be the user 
inputting a new asset to the system. Client side validation would check the fields for 
correctness once a submit event is triggered, the inputted information is serialized into 
a JSON structure and sent as background asynchronous request, the response JSON 
structure is received by a call-back event which decodes the response, which in turn is 
processed and the user is notified via page manipulation of a successful or otherwise 
outcome. 
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Despite all of the positive functionality provided by client side JavaScript, some issues 
exist, such as the cross-browser and cross-platform inconsistencies. These differences 
sometimes exist within the different versions of the same browser, for example the 
XMLHttpRequest object and its methods have different names and other nuances. All 
of these issues make designing and testing client side applications rather difficult 
compared to server side programming, where one can write a test case to unit test 
code and ensure that the outputs are consistent. Fortunately several JavaScript 
frameworks have recently come into existence with jQuery (16) and the Yahoo User 
Interface Library (YUI) (83) being used within this project, in order to gain API 
consistency, component modularity and data encapsulation with respect to JavaScript 
code. As outlined by Richard York (84), jQuery allows a programmer to: 
• Significantly reduce the amount of JavaScript programming due to a powerful 
syntax. 
• Cut down on the quality assurance testing, since jQuery replaces cross-browser 
inconsistencies with a common API. 
• Make the code more intuitive and easier to understand, hence aiding future 
maintenance and feature extensions. 
 
 
OpenBravo 
One of the main requirements of this project is to integrate the RFID middleware with 
an ERP system. Due to the prohibitively high cost of an ERP system and not being able 
to gain access to a research licensed version of an ERP system such as SAP, a decision 
was reached to use an open source ERP system, in order to display the ability to bridge 
an ERP solution with the developed Juno RFID middleware. 
OpenBravo is an open source, web based ERP system. It main aim is to cater to small 
and medium enterprises by providing a wide range of features. It provides a portal 
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where business information about products, employees, assets and much more is 
stored, in order to help managers to track the state of the business and aid decision 
making (85). Main features of OpenBravo include: 
• JAVA API allows access to the data and can be used to synchronise with 
other applications. 
• Web based interface to allow a user to view and enter data relating to; 
product information, order tracking, customer, company and workflow 
information. 
• Procurement and warehouse management features that deal with the 
operational part of the business. 
• Asset management and overview. 
• Simple deployment using a downloadable VMware image. 
Some of these features are highly relevant and useful to this project, adding to the 
reasons for selecting OpenBravo ERP. 
Customisation and control are key requirements for enterprises when it comes to 
choosing an ERP system. OpenBravo excels when it comes to offering this functionality, 
for example Galencium, who a supplier of raw materials to the pharmaceutical 
industry compared SAP Business One, Microsoft Dynamics and OpenBravo with 
OpenBravo being selected. The COO Erich Buchen had the following observation (86), 
“The most important factor was that it is easier to customise OpenBravo than the other two. SAP and 
Microsoft Dynamics are much more rigid in what they can do, or at least in what their consultants say 
they can do”. 
OpenBravo system architecture is comparable to the Juno system design, with many 
structural similarities such as: 
• VMware virtual computer image is used to distribute OpenBravo, with the 
virtual images being available for free on SourceForge (15). 
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• The foundation of this virtual machine consists of a stripped down and a 
highly tuned Linux operating system. 
• The data is stored in a bundled open source PostegreSQL database, Oracle 
can also be used as a backend database. 
• OpenBravo ERP web application is executed inside the included JAVA 
Platform and served by Apache Tomcat web server. 
OpenBravo uses the above components and the Model View Controller pattern in 
order to keep the presentation logic and the business logic separated. Model Driven 
Development is also employed; this allows programmers to describe the application in 
terms of models rather than code.  Paulo Juvara who is the CTO at OpenBravo 
describes the used of these methods as (87), “The use of both proven development 
frameworks in one seamlessly integrated ERP is an innovative approach enabling a better way to build 
and maintain software coding”. 
One of the more unique aspects of OpenBravo is the Wizard for Application 
Development which generates human readable MVC code from the metadata in the 
dictionary. WAD is executed every time the system administrator updates the 
application configuration; the required changes are recompiled in order to suit the 
user’s needs (88). 
Other Open Source ERP systems such as Compiere and ERP5 where initially explored, 
with OpenBravo being picked due to the features listed earlier and better facilities 
available for further integration. 
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Figure 15 - OpenBravo Architecture (source: openbravo.com) 
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Chapter 4 – System Design, Development and Implementation 
In the previous chapter the system requirements where listed and an overview of 
relevant software technologies provided. This chapter outlines the design decisions 
made in order to fulfil the system requirements and project objectives, along with the 
Software Engineering methods used to aid in the design and development process, and 
finally this chapter describes how the specifics of the solution were implemented. 
 
Unified Modelling Language 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a vital software engineering toolbox, 
compromised of a set of graphical notation techniques, used for modelling and to aid 
communications during system design. The official definition of UML according to the 
Object Management Group is (89): 
“A standardized graphical notation for expressing the structure and behaviour of object oriented 
systems.” 
As noted by Fowler (90), the main aim of UML is to help in the communication 
process by allowing developers to model complex systems. Natural language is too 
vague when it comes to describing these difficult concepts while code on the other 
hand is precise but far too detailed. 
Multiple types of structural, behavioural and interaction diagrams are available in 
UML, for example; 
• Component diagrams help show how a system is split into components and 
what are the dependencies between these components. 
• Class diagram describe the structure of a class, its properties and methods as 
well as the relationships between classes. Highly useful in Object Oriented 
design. An example already used in this thesis can be seen in FIGURE 13 - 
SIMPLE REGISTRY CLASS 
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• Sequence diagrams illustrate the messages passed between objects as well as 
lifespan of these objects. An example of such a diagram has been encountered 
in an earlier chapter, see FIGURE 12 - FRONT CONTROLLER SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
• Activity diagrams display the workflows of components in a system. 
UML was already used in this thesis to, and will be used in this chapter to convey 
issues and design concepts. 
 
General System Architecture 
As discussed earlier the aims and objectives of this research are extensive, and the 
previously outlined requirements are numerous and detailed. A systematic approach 
was taken early on in the design process, in order to subdivide the project into smaller 
better defined sub systems and their related interfaces. This divide and conquer 
approach was taken in order to meet the original requirements, deliver the core 
components of the system in stages as per specification, and to keep the project on 
schedule. 
 
Figure 16 - Main Hardware and Networking components 
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The project involves extensive integration of hardware and software components, and 
development of custom software to meet the rest of the requirements. FIGURE 16 - 
MAIN HARDWARE AND NETWORKING COMPONENTS shows the key components of the system, 
here we have: 
• RFID readers interrogating and communicating with tagged assets. These 
readers are connected via Ethernet network cables to a LAN router. 
• A Middleware server sits at the core of the system; its main aims include 
processing data received from readers, storing this data and providing secure 
access to the filtered information to System users. 
• Final component is an ERP server available either on the local network or via 
the wider area network. 
 
 
Figure 17 - Multitier RFID Architecture 
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This structure is roughly similar to the Multitier middleware architecture as described 
by Forrester (91) which can be observed in FIGURE 17 - MULTITIER RFID 
ARCHITECTURE 
The overall system is subdivided into 3 sub-systems, which reflect the above structure:  
• Data from RFID Readers and tags being collected via a Reader Driver 
Abstraction layer, then filtered and put in a data store. 
• The Juno web application which displays data to relevant authorized users via a 
web based interface, and also allow these users to interact with the data using 
a range of exposed functionality related to the asset tracking processes. 
• Bridging and integration with an Enterprise Information system via Microsoft 
BizTalk middleware to allow for flow of data from various sources. 
Each of these is explored in detail in subsequent sections. 
 
RFID Driver and Abstraction Layer Design 
Several different passive and active hardware RFID readers and tags where acquired 
for this project, these are: 
• Sirit Infinity 510 passive reader 
• WaveTrend RX900 active reader 
• FEIG LRU 2000a passive reader 
Initial examination and tests showed that these readers have widely differing ways of 
retrieving tag read data and controlling said readers, also no common data exchange 
format is in use, for example; the FEIG reader returns data in proprietary hexadecimal 
encoded messages while the Sirit reader returns data in simple XML message format. 
Despite calls for standardisation of RFID reader communications from industry leaders 
such as EPC Global with their Reader Protocol Standard 1.1 (92) or the proposed 
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RFIDPROBUS protocol (93), there is still no widely accepted or used standard 
interface provided by manufacturers of RFID readers. 
A solution devised to handle these inconsistencies between the readers, was to use an 
approach similar to the Layering pattern previously described in this thesis:  
1. Find and list the data fields and required functionality common to all of the 
readers. 
2. Create an Abstraction Layer which hides the reader differences from the 
application requiring the data from these readers by: 
a. Exposing a common API interface to the application 
b. Allowing each specific reader interface to be handled using a plug-in 
architecture. 
With the help of the plug-in architecture, tag read data is polled from each of the 
readers used in this project and added to a temporary “temp_tags” table in the 
database. These read queries are initiated at regular intervals using an event manager; 
in this case the Linux system scheduler crontab sends a signal every minute to the 
abstraction layer in order to gather data from the readers. The readers themselves 
physically communicate with any tags within the read space at set intervals, this 
interval varies reader to reader but can be changed and often occurs every few 
seconds, these reads are buffered within the readers on board memory, this buffer in 
turn is read and emptied by the reader plug-in, where the data is passed through the 
abstraction layer and used by the application. 
The “tag read” data returned by the abstraction layer can be described by this tuple: 
( reader_id, tag_id, timestamp, rssi, antennae_number ) 
• reader_id – Unique identifier for the reader. 
• tag_id – Unique identifier for the tag, usually a unique UPC number of the tag, 
but these identifiers can be edited. 
• timestamp – A Unix timestamp for when the event occurred. 
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• rssi – Received signal strength indicator, a measurement of power present in a 
received radio signal (in this case between tag and reader antenna) 
• antennae_number - Some readers provide the information on which antenna 
the signal was received and this data can be used for location purposes. 
The reader driver plug-ins and the system abstraction layer are coded in two different 
programming languages, and are executed via command line and system calls. The 
reader drivers are implemented as Java .jar files; they accept input parameters via 
command line arguments and output response in a plain text data format. The reasons 
for choosing Java in this situation were; familiarity by the researcher (James 
O’Shaughnessy) with the language and cross platform availability. 
A command line (CLI) PHP wrapper scripts, wrap around, execute and provide a bridge 
between the Juno system and the drivers. The reason for choosing PHP at this stage of 
the abstraction layer (by the author) is mainly due to code reuse, such as Database 
connectivity and interaction functionality within the Juno system. Also due to the 
dynamic nature of the language as previously discussed changes can be made rapidly 
and tests performed quickly. 
The temporary “temp_tags” table is a Memory type MySQL table discussed earlier; the 
data is stored within the memory of the serve, this allows for operations on this table 
to be performed quickly and efficiently. The main operations performed at this stage 
are: 
• Filtering operations performed on the temp data, the main filtering function is 
the duplicate removal process, which helps in removing excess and redundant 
data before any further processing. This process is common to all RFID 
middleware systems as previously discussed in Chapter 2 – Middleware section; 
it helps in refining large amounts of data into smaller quantities of more 
relevant information. 
• This filtered data is then reconciled with the asset inventory data table and 
analyzed for any exceptions. An exception is issued and stored for display to 
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the system users, exceptions notify the users that an asset is missing from the 
read area and provide a date and time to when the asset went missing. 
 
Juno Design 
As previously discussed at the core of the overall system sits the Juno web application, 
which allows authorised users to interact with the system and work with the 
information. In order to meet the requirements set out by the industrial partner and to 
construct a web application which posses the properties of; extensibility, modularity 
and ease of use, this sub-system was designed and coded using some of the design 
patterns examined in Chapter 2. 
 
Initial Prototype Design 
Due to the importance placed on usability and UI design by the industrial partner, a 
decision was made by the author very early in the design stage to dedicate some time 
to creating a mock-up prototype of what the completed interface might look like. The 
prototype had some functionality attached to it, such as being able to login and view 
sample asset register. It took several weeks of work to create the prototype, at that 
stage of the project the industrial partner were still on board, and hence it was 
possible to receive feedback from end users as the prototype was developed. This is a 
form of a top down approach to design and helped in the developing of and working 
out some of the finer details of the system requirements. The response from the 
industrial partner was positive as it allowed the employees to compare side by side the 
user interface of the old A-Track system against the prototype of the new Juno system. 
Soren Lauesen defines prototypes in the context of user interface design as (94):  
“A prototype is a primitive version of a system. It is not intended for real use, but for experiments to 
resolve difficult questions such as: Is it fast enough? Will the stakeholders like something of this kind? 
Can the users figure out how to use the system?” 
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Developing the prototype and getting early feedback from the end users, was of great 
help in answering several key questions and changing the overall system design at an 
early stage. 
 
Database Design 
At the core sits the relational database which is used to store the required data, with 
MySQL being chosen for the task. The following approach was taken in order to design 
the database: 
1. Entities and relations were extracted from the system requirements and use 
case documents, and then listed. 
2. An Entity-Relation (ER) diagram was constructed using a visual database design 
tool called MySQL Workbench, a free and Open Source application. 
3. The ER diagram was then mapped onto tables and a database schema created. 
4. Several of the tables were configured further in order to accommodate some of 
the system requirements, such as setting the type of some of the tables to 
Memory table type. 
In this manner the database schema was modelled and created in a top down fashion; 
see APPENDIX 1 - JUNO ENTITY RELATION DIAGRAM AND SCHEMA. 
 
Model View Controller Framework 
As previously discussed a very common design pattern in web application is the Three 
Tier Design; here the data layer which includes the database schema detailed in 
previous section sits at the bottom. Connected to the data layer is the business logic 
and in turn interface layer of the Juno web application, which is composed of a 
framework that supports; models, controllers and views coded in PHP 5.  
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The typical execution flow follows the request/response cycle of a HTTP application. 
An example can be illustrated with the use of a common task performed within Juno, a 
task such as adding a new asset to the system: 
1. User completes a web form in their browser and submits it. 
2. The data is send along a HTTP request via network to the Nginx web server. 
3. The web server performs various checks such as HTTPS authentication, and 
decides where to forward the request as per web server configuration file; in 
this case the request is for a dynamic resource and is forwarded to one of the 
many instances of PHP FastCGI processes running on the server. 
4. The requests are received by the front controller, the Front Controller design 
pattern was discussed in length in Chapter 2 – Design Patterns. This is a single 
point of entry into the application, which performs several actions common to 
all requests, such as: 
a. Loading application wide settings. 
b. Calling intercepting filters, these are common actions that filter and 
work with the request stream, for example filtering the request 
parameters in order to avoid security issues such as XSS, which is 
discussed in more details in the next chapter. This is a similar concept to 
the Intercepting Filters design pattern discussed earlier. 
c. Deciding and routing to the correct page controller, also known as 
module. In the case of our example the control and data is delegated to 
the “process_add_item” action. 
5. The Page controller (also can be referred to as Action controller) is invoked by 
the Front controller, this fits under the Controller part of the Model-View 
Controller design pattern. Each page controller has a very specific task to 
perform and several other actions which are common across them all: 
a. Like the front controller, the page controller loads its specific settings, 
this allows for fine grained control of each module/action. 
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b. Various common filters as specified in the settings are executed, for 
example filters such as establishing a database connection, maintaining 
a session or setting up the variables used localisation. 
c. The main job of each controller is to create one or many instances of 
required Models, and calling and working with the required methods of 
these Models. In the example of the new item being created, this would 
involve creating an Item object and passing in the parameters to the 
add() method, the model would perform object to relational data 
mapping and insert an entry into the database table. 
d. Once the controller successfully finishes working with the model, and 
assuming no exceptions arise, then a response is constructed. This 
involves passing response parameters to an output template and 
parsing this template in order to build up the response, which is usually 
a HTML page. 
6. The response is outputted by the PHP instance and is received by the web 
server, which at this stage might perform post processing actions such as 
output compression or logging, before finally sending the HTTP response to the 
client. 
7. The response is rendered by the browser and the user interface is updated with 
a success message. 
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Figure 18 - Juno web application, system overview and dataflow 
 
This whole process is illustrated in FIGURE 18 - JUNO WEB APPLICATION, SYSTEM 
OVERVIEW AND DATAFLOW and is similar across all of the other function points of the 
application, with the main differences being in the page controller, the models they 
work with and the views that are used. For example if “remove asset” functionality is 
required to be added to the system, this would involve creating: 
• Page Controller class which extends the base Action Controller class, this uses 
object oriented technique of inheritance. 
• Specifying the settings for this action, such as what filters to load. 
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• Completing the main() method of this action class with code to:  
o Create an Item model 
o Double-check the input parameters 
o Call the remove method of the model 
o Creating a View and passing in output parameters such as the name of 
the item review 
o Outputting the result from the View which contains the rendered 
response page as a HTTP response. 
• The View template which contains placeholders for output parameters and 
allows rendering of the response which is often a HTML page.  
• Creating a series of unit tests to test how this Page controller performs with a 
range of inputs. This also helps in quickly finding bugs and issues, instead of 
waiting for them to surface at a later time when it might be harder to find any 
issues. 
 
Authentication, Session control and Secure HTTP 
Since HTTP is a stateless protocol where each request is separate from the next, 
providing session security and system access control is rather complicated in 
comparison to a typical event driven desktop application. All users by default have the 
lowest permissions and belong to a “guest” user group this allows them to only access 
the login authentication screen and nothing else. The user is authenticated via a 
Secure HTTP (HTTPS) connection, which makes use of industry standard Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) cryptographic protocol in order to encrypt a connection end-to-
end between client and server, this method of 2-way encryption to is familiar to 
anyone who ever used online banking services. Once the secure connection is 
established and user’s login credentials are verified against the database, a session is 
created with session information being kept server side in memory for fast access and 
authentication of every single request, while a HTTPS cookies is sent in response and is 
stored by the user’s browser, the cookie contains a session hash, valid only for that 
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user and that session. The user’s browser would subsequently store this cookie and 
send it along side every other request and can be used server-side in order to 
authenticate these requests. This session cookie is valid for a set time period or until a 
user closes the browser window or tab, whichever comes first. The use of HTTPS helps 
avoid any severe security breaches that can be caused by man-in-the middle or replay 
attacks which can be performed at the network level. The use of session cookies 
provides an authenticated session on top of a stateless protocol. Storing the session 
information server-side allows to keep control of the session data. User permission 
and user group membership data is stored within the database in a many-to-many 
relationship between the users and user group tables. 
 
Required Software and configuration 
The main third party software components which Juno uses and builds on top are: 
• VMware virtualisation server 
• OpenSUSE Linux 
• MySQL relational database 
• Nginx HTTP server 
• PHP5 
All of the above are described in detail in the previous chapter, with configuration 
details in the appendix. 
Since the web applications main area of use would be within a local network, the 
virtual machine containing the OpenSUSE instance and all of the required software was 
given a local IP address of 192.168.1.130 with the application being available on 
http://192.168.1.130/ , but of course it is possible to deploy the application over the 
public internet by changing the configuration of the virtual machine and the changing 
the Nginx configuration file to bind to the required IP address and port. Also the DNS 
system could be used to give the application a more memorable name, for example a 
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DNS server was setup on the local network to point the domain juno.loc to the 
required IP address, and from a usability perspective this makes it easier for the users 
to access the system instead of remembering an IP address. 
The MySQL database configuration file was configured to run on a server with small 
amounts of memory, but this can be changed of course. The PHP configuration files 
were set to make use of small amounts of system memory as well since the 
deployment virtual machine was only allocated 256MB RAM in order to see how the 
system performs in a low resource environment. Another thing to note is the 
restriction placed on the PHP instances which only allow access to a small portion of 
the overall file system; this was done in order to increase system security. 
 
User Interface Design 
Nielsen notes that the most important aspects of web application usability are: 
content organisation, navigation and usability (95). As already mentioned in this 
chapter a prototype was developed which helped gather feedback about the UI early. 
A great amount of emphasis was placed on the User Interface for the application, due 
to the documented shortcomings of the legacy A-Track system in use by the industrial 
partner. Appendix 4 contains screenshots of the old A-Track interface which has many 
usability problems such as large amounts of wasted on screen space, harsh colour 
gradients making it impossible to read some text, large amounts of horizontal scrolling 
and inconsistent navigation. These are only some of the UI related issues of A-Track 
there were many functional issues recorded as well and taken into account during 
requirement gathering process. 
The main objectives of the UI for Juno were: ease of use, clean design, clear navigation 
and more responsive interface. These objectives were achieved with the help of 
several web design techniques such as separation of content from style by using 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and separation of behaviour from content by using 
JavaScript. 
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Figure 19 - Juno login screen (non HTTPS) 
 
A relatively simple, clean and consistent interface was developed. The first screen any 
user is presented with is login, which authenticates and starts the user session. The 
rest of the application is split into clear sections by using a simple tabview list. In order 
to provide cross-browser compatibility and consistency the interface makes use of YUI 
(83) framework which contains a set of cross browser tested UI elements such as 
fonts, buttons, tabs and overlays. jQuery (16) JavaScript library was also on the client 
side of the application, in order to provide interactivity and handle user initiated 
events such as submitting a form, and most importantly allowing data to be send from 
the client by using asynchronous HTTP as previously discussed. 
A minimum operating screen resolution is set at 800x600 pixels with all content 
resizable and able to make most of any screen size, unlike the older A-Track system 
which wasted a lot of screen space for no apparent reasons, causing discomfort to 
users. 
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Appendix 5 contains more key screenshots of the interface and all of the main 
functionality can be seen from these. 
 
 
ERP Integration via BizTalk Server 
The third major subsystem and aspect of this project is the integration of the Juno web 
application with a third party ERP system. The main requirement here revolves around 
flexibility and being able to connect and retrieve asset related information from a 
number of ERP systems, these software systems are used within enterprises in order to 
more efficiently manage resources and company information. The purpose of this 
section is to describe the design and implementation of a connection between 
OpenBravo and Juno, accomplished with the help of Microsoft BizTalk messaging 
middleware. Whereas the Driver Abstraction Layer discussed early concerns itself with 
retrieving data and filtering it into useful information to be used by Juno asset tracking 
application, the middleware integration allows Juno to retrieve asset and asset related 
financial information from existing ERP systems. 
As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, Microsoft BizTalk is a message oriented middleware 
which delivers messages between multiple components. For this project Microsoft 
BizTalk 2006 R2 was chosen, BizTalk 2009 was also explored but decision was made 
not to use it due to lack of documentation and tools at the time, due to it being so 
new. BizTalk can be configured to receive messages on from various locations using 
“ports”, then process and map these messages, also perform any number of business 
rules on the messages and finally make the data available via a variety of formats such 
as web services, files and databases.  
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Figure 20 - Typical BizTalk middleware system overview 
 
A BizTalk solution can be created and tested within Microsoft Visual Studio integrated 
development environment (IDE). BizTalk Server 2006 also provides a development and 
run-time environment for business process management (BPM) and automation. The 
system mainly concerns around sending and working with messages, which are usually 
triggered by any number of events. In the case of this project BizTalk automates the 
business process that begins when an initial request is sent from Juno, triggering an 
event which ends with the required information being retrieved from an ERP system, 
mapped and returned in a required format. The following series of steps occurs in 
order to retrieve asset information from the sample ERP system chosen: 
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1. An information request message is received via web service call from Juno. 
2. The orchestration schedule (whose main job is to define the business rules to 
be applied) within BizTalk evaluates whether a message is valid, using the 
company’s business policies and requirements for approval criteria. 
3. Once the request is approved by the orchestration, asset details are extracted 
from the OpenBravo’s PostegreSQL database using BizTalk 2006 SOAP adapter. 
4. The message is then parsed using the correct “mapper” components, see 
screenshot FIGURE 21 - MAPPER COMPONENT CONFIGURATION FOR OPENBRAVO 
ASSETS WITHIN BIZTALK SERVER 2006 
5. And stored within the “MessageBox” database within BizTalk 
6. The resultant XML file containing the required and transformed asset and 
related asset financial information is then served within the response to a web 
service request. 
 
Figure 21 - Mapper component configuration for OpenBravo assets within BizTalk Server 2006 
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The orchestration schedule can be seen in Appendix 3 – BizTalk Orchestration 
Schedule. 
Extra functionality was added to Juno as well in order to facilitate and initiate this 
process and to complete integration. One of the completed features of Juno is the 
asset registry import from comma separated text file; the functionality was based on 
the requirements provided by the industrial partner. A controller and view was created 
based on the file import functionality, except instead of an upload file box a simple 
button is added to the interface. Once this “Import from ERP system” button is clicked 
an event is fired, this event leads to a web service call to BizTalk which initiates the 
asset register request process as described in previous paragraph. The response from 
this web service call received from BizTalk contains and XML file which is then parsed 
and added to Juno. The difference between import from ERP system and import from 
file is minimal from the perspective of Juno web application. Thanks to the loose 
coupling of these systems, the details of the actual ERP asset retrieval implementation 
are hidden from Juno. Therefore it is possible to change and adapt the BizTalk 
implementation to retrieve asset information from other ERP system such as SAP and 
this would not affect the design of Juno. 
The detailed iterative design process used in the creation of the BizTalk 
implementation is documented in Appendix 2 – BizTalk Integration 
 
Development Techniques and Tools 
During the development of the Juno software several important software engineering 
techniques were employed in order to keep the project on track and aid testing and 
development.  
Version control software is an important tool commonly used in software development 
projects in order to keep track of the changes to the code and grant permissions to 
make changes to project members (96). Popular and commonly used open source 
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version control server software called Subversion (97) was used to provide version 
control for the project. Subversion was setup and configured to run as a service on a 
version control server (a virtualized server running within VMware). The development 
client machines used for coding would connect to this version control server and 
update or commit code to the project repository. Windows based clients had a GUI for 
Subversion installed called TortoiseSVN (97), this provides the client with a user 
interface to make it easier to work with Subversion, this interface exposes common 
functionality such as “commit”, “update”, “browse repository” and “compare 
versions”. This functionality has been of great help during the development stage.  
In order to help avert any potential disasters, several backup scripts were coded and 
put in place in order to regularly backup the work in progress. These backup scripts 
would collect project files, data files and various configurations, then compress these, 
and finally upload via a secure connection to an offsite backup server. A proper backup 
procedure in place helps insure any large software development project against 
unforeseen events or user error. 
Two free and open source integrated development environments (IDE’s) were used for 
the majority of the coding and debugging tasks. These are: 
• Eclipse for JAVA development 
• Eclipse PDT, which is a variation of the Eclipse IDE specifically aimed at PHP 
development 
Visual Studio 2005 from Microsoft was also used for BizTalk Server integration, since it 
has BizTalk solution templates. 
 
Teamwork Breakdown 
As already mentioned due to the scope of this project, the project was broken down to 
split the workload and tasks between the two main researchers, with one being the 
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author and the other being James O’Shaughnessy. Beside the two researchers the 
project was budgeted to include a third fulltime System Software Architect position, 
but no suitable candidate was found, instead Mr. Andrew Shields was brought in as 
consultant to help design and work on the Juno to OpenBravo integration via BizTalk 
middleware. The work which involved the two researchers and the consultant was 
more or less split along the lines of the 3 main project subsystems with some overlaps. 
The research and work performed by Researcher 1 - James O’Shaugnessy is outlined in 
detail within his thesis (DESIGN OF A DISTRIBUTED RFID SYSTEM MODEL FOR ASSET 
TRACKING AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE REQUIRED SOFTWARE ABSTRACTION LAYER), with 
James being on the project from the very start, his main tasks included the research 
into and testing RFID hardware, and also the design and development of the Reader 
Abstraction Layer used in retrieving data from readers. The design and iterative 
development performed by Consultant 1 – Andrew Shields is described in Appendix 2, 
and was exclusively within the BizTalk middleware integration side of the project, 
where asset and financial information is retrieved from an ERP system via flexible 
middleware solution. 
The work performed on this project, by the author of this thesis include:  
• The complete design and development of the Juno web application. 
• Participating in the initial design of the Reader Abstraction layer. 
• Participating in the initial design of the BizTalk integration sub-system. 
• Integration of the completed Reader Abstraction and BizTalk integration sub-
systems into the final completed implementation. 
• Testing of the Juno web application sub-system 
• Testing of the overall system, consisting of the three main components. 
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Testing and Validation 
Unit Testing 
The development of Juno web application was done in a test driven manner. This 
involves creating unit tests and running components against the unit tests in order to 
detect any bugs early at the lowest level of granularity, such as a Class or a controller 
in the case of this project. The IEEE Standard for Software Unit Testing has the 
following to say about unit testing (98): 
“Software unit testing is a process that includes the performance of test planning, the acquisition of a 
test set, and the measurement of a test unit against its requirements. Measuring entails the use of 
sample data to exercise the unit and the comparison of the unit's actual behaviour with its required 
behaviour as specified in the unit's requirements documentation.” 
Another definition is provided by Elfriede Dustin (99): 
“Unit testing is the process of exercising an individual portion of code, a component, to determine 
whether it functions properly.” 
Unit tests allow to the smallest functional software components against a test case or 
a series of tests, this more than often helps in identifying and finding any bugs early, 
another advantage of unit tests is being able to retest components and verify that any 
changes elsewhere in the system don’t result in a change to the expected or required 
output. Unit testing is a form of a bottom up approach to testing, where the smallest 
components are tested and verified, this makes it much easier to perform Integration 
tests and Regression Tests. Integration involves testing the result of a sum of several 
components while Regression Tests are used to refactor code, with Unit tests it’s 
easier to identify issues and ensure the output remains the same when it comes to 
these two types of testing as well. 
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Within Juno unit testing involved writing and testing all of the Model classes and each 
controller was unit testing to ensure the outputs are as expected and exceptions are 
handled correctly and bubble up through to the main Exception handler. Unit testing 
the controllers is more of an Integration type of testing, since each controller could be 
working with multiple Models, but the concept and procedure involved in testing these 
is the same; write a test case, test against the required code, move on and repeat. 
Time and time again this technique has helped in finding and fixing software bugs early 
in the development process. The unit tests are bundled with the source code so any 
future work or addition to the code can be checked against the provided test cases. 
 
Integration and Usability Testing 
Usability testing was one of the more important tasks undertaken, since such an 
emphasis was placed by the industrial partner on the usability of such a system, and in 
the light of the bad UI design decisions made with the legacy asset tracking web 
application in use by the partner. Since the partner unfortunately pulled out of the 
project it was not possible to deploy and test the system with the end customers, this 
meant that usability testing was performed by asking several other postgraduate 
students to use the system for a short period of time, and collect the feedback, 
impressions and opinions from this test group. This technique is referred to as Hallway 
Usability Testing; the theory is that a small number of random people is indicative of 
cross-section of end users and was first described by Jakob Neielsen, who claims that 
95% of usability problems can be discovered by this technique (100). 
Integration testing was also carried out when putting together the three main sub-
systems of the overall project. A number of issues were identified and fixed, mostly 
involving incorrect and inconsistent data formats being used. 
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Client-Side Testing and Debugging 
While the server side code can be easily unit tested, and debugged using the 
appropriate IDE, debugging client side JavaScript and asynchronous HTTP requests is 
rather more complicated. Since a sizable proportion of the UI makes use of JavaScript 
and asynchronous requests, the testing and debugging of this code was performed 
with the help two free software tools; Microsoft Fiddler web debugger and Firebug 
plug-in for the Mozilla Firefox program. These provide several important features that 
were helpful in the development and testing process: 
• Debugger allows for the stopping of the execution of a client side script at a 
breakpoint, and stepping through the code line by line, while examining 
variables. 
• A HTTP proxy, which intercepts and records all HTTP requests and responses, 
this allows one to examine both the headers and the payload data. 
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Figure 22 - Firebug Debugger, network connections overview of Juno main dashboard 
 
 
Security 
Since Juno is mostly a web based application that works with a company’s asset 
registry security is paramount. Unlike desktop applications the client/server nature of 
web applications and use of HTTP protocol allows for a range of possible exploits, 
which the developers need to be aware of and be able to counteract. This section 
outlines some of the dangers and explores and describes the solutions as they were 
implemented within this project. 
Web attacks are split into two types; application and infrastructure attacks. 
Infrastructure attacks are aimed at the network infrastructure or the web server 
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software such as Apache web server, these include man-in-the middle and denial of 
service attacks. Application attacks are aimed at the web application itself, most 
common types include cross-site scripting and request forgery attacks. These attacks 
are important to be aware of as they are quite common when it comes to web 
applications and are preventable. 
XSS 
Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a common attack vector against web applications; it 
involves a user inputting malicious code into an input area in an application which in 
turn can be served to other users where this code (more than often client-side 
JavaScript) then executes. Dave Kleiman et al. write the following about XSS (101): 
“The hacker uses the trusted Web site only as a conduit to perform the attack. The user is the intended 
victim, not the server. The server is merely the host, while the attack executes within the Web browser. 
Once an attacker has the thread of control in a user’s Web browser, he can do many nefarious acts such 
as account hijacking, keystroke recording, intranet hacking, history theft, and so on.” 
XSS attacks sometimes are coupled with browser exploits to gain further access to a 
victim’s machine, with more modern and up to date browsers providing better 
security. All XSS attacks are possible due to a web application not properly filtering all 
its inputs or in some cases not filtering input at all, this is usually due to inexperienced 
developers who do not yet know that all inputs into the application especially arriving 
via HTTP requests must be filtered, validated and never trusted. 
Every module in the Juno web application part is based on the principle of not trusting 
the user inputs and filtering and validating them thoroughly. For example numeric 
parameters received such as an “asset_id” are verified to be an integer and then 
verified that such an asset actually exists and accessible to the requesting user. Text 
input fields such as asset descriptions are filtered with special characters escaped, html 
and script cleaned out and special care is taken to ensure no malicious code can be 
encoded using the extended Unicode character set. 
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CSRF 
Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) relies on a victim to initiate the attack rather than the 
attacker using an XSS exploit, in this manner the trust granted by the site to the user is 
abused. Chris Shiflett defines CSRF as (102):  
“Attacks that attempt to forge HTTP requests, using the authorisation of the victim to bypass security 
checks”. 
Since HTTP is a stateless protocol, applications track users via the use of session 
cookies, these session cookies are usually issued on authentication. CSRF attacks 
exploit this trust of the user’s session, usually by embedding an image or object in a 
page, when the user’s browser loads this object (which may also be hidden to the user) 
it causes the browser to fire a HTTP GET request to the server. A web application that 
accepts GET requests and then changes the application state or edits some data based 
on session contained in a cookie would be vulnerable to CSRF attacks. Hence it is 
important that GET requests are only used to return read-only data, while POST 
requests are used for operations that change the state of the application or work with 
any of the models.  
Four techniques were used within the Juno web application to prevent CSRF, these 
are: 
1. Using HTTP POST requests for all operations that involve a change of state or 
updating the database. 
2. “Locking” the forms by using a randomly generated shared secret hash, with 
one half stored on the server and the other half embedded with the form, this 
hashed string would be sent along with any form submission and compared to 
the value stored in database. 
3. The third method used in conjunction with above two, involves encoding the 
requests as JSON string before sending to the server, with the replies also being 
JSON encoded. 
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4. And finally having the sessions expire once the user closes the page, this mean 
the user doesn’t note persistently stay logged into the application and hence 
no way to perform a CSRF attack 
 
SQL Injection 
Yet another common attack vector against web applications tries to exploit the lack of 
filtering of the incoming input received via GET or POST requests, and then using the 
parameters of the request within a database query. These can be easily avoided by 
filtering input parameters, ensuring that all SQL queries use prepared statements. 
Prepared statements are where a programmer uses variable placeholders instead of 
using variables directly to construct a query. These statements also define the data 
type of the variable to be used, and allows for faster queries since the database engine 
can pre-compile and security check the queries that make use of prepared statements. 
Within Juno prepared statements were used by ensuring all database queries are 
handled by the PHP Data Objects (PDO) library.
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Conclusions 
This principal aim of this research was to investigate and develop a software model of 
integration between networked RFID systems, associated middleware and existing 
enterprise information management systems. The final outcome of this research is the 
successful development of the Juno fixed asset tracking system, that utilises a wide 
range of technologies such as; RFID, databases, web-application and enterprise 
messaging middleware in order to achieve the original objectives of the project and 
meet the requirements of the industrial partner. The development of this software 
system has benefited greatly from structured development methodologies, and the 
use of open source technologies to address the system requirements. 
The industrial sponsors fell on hard times during an economic recession, and had to 
abandon the project, but fortunately there were sufficient funds to complete the 
research. This development meant that the facilities were not present to test the 
system in a real world working environment, such as a warehouse, and all system 
testing had to be confined to laboratory. 
From testing and validation of the Juno asset tracking system the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
• The use of the client-server paradigm allows for the application to be accessed 
via a web browser, this brings several advantages: 
o The clients don’t have to update the software with every change as any 
updates get done on the server. 
o No installation is required by end user; just knowing the URL and 
appropriate authentication details is enough to access and work with 
the application. 
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o The application can be accessed on a wide range of platforms and 
devices within the intranet, with the possibility of (security 
considerations aside) of access via the internet. 
o This helps to make it easier to maintain and configure the application at 
the server. 
• The time taken to train end users to be able to use the Juno system is reduced; 
since the asset tracking process can be performed via the browser anyone who 
is computer literate will be familiar with it with a little training. This also 
reduces the costs of running the system for the customer. 
• A clear, clean and consistent User Interface allows for more efficient use of the 
application and helps perform tasks faster. 
• Using a modular and component based structure which follows the Model View 
Controller design pattern allows for rapid addition of new features and helps to 
easily maintain and extend existing functionality. 
• The use of Microsoft BizTalk server allows Juno to interact with a wide range of 
enterprise information systems such as OpenBravo and SAP, BizTalk provides 
connectivity and messaging allowing data to be retrieved and  then 
transformed between an extensive list of formats such as web services, plain 
text, file based, SQL access , etc. This allows the integration of the RFID asset 
tracking system with a range of financial systems that are in common use in 
organisations. 
• The system is designed with the RFID tags as being the main data source for the 
asset tracking register, but the code has been designed to be modular and 
flexible enough to use with other wireless communication technologies 
available now or in future, some possible alternatives include Bluetooth, 
ZigBee, GSM and GPRS. Some of these technologies are already employed in 
various business scenarios; for example tracking delivery Trucks via GSM 
network.  
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All these features are achieved at reduced development costs via the use of open 
source software and modern agile software development techniques. The project was 
not 100% based on open source software, with BizTalk software from Microsoft being 
used to assist in the middleware integration process, the comparison of the 
proprietary versus open software models helped in gaining an understanding of the 
advantages and disadvantages of each.  
The overall system was designed and developed to contain 3 loosely coupled 
subsystems, these have previously described in Chapter 4, and consist of: 
• Connectivity with RFID readers, gathering tag read data from various active and 
passive readers which communicate in a variety of data formats, then filtering 
and processing this data into useful information. 
• Web based asset tracking application, for system users to interface and interact 
with the asset register and be able to work with related information. 
• Connectivity via BizTalk middleware to an ERP system in order to retrieve asset 
information. 
Conclusions and observations can be made regarding each one of the above 
subsystems. 
The reader driver abstraction software can be used to provide connectivity to various 
RFID readers. As discussed and illustrated earlier on in this thesis, the range of passive 
RFID technology is too short to be of much practical use within the asset tracking 
scenario proposed by the industrial partner. Active RFID technology shows more 
promise and the system works relatively well with these tags, but several cons of this 
technology need to be highlighted again in the conclusion: 
• Current high prices for active tags make it only cost-effective to tag high value 
assets. But prices are expected to fall as new miniaturization and circuit 
printing techniques are developed. 
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• Relative current large size of the active tags themselves, mainly due to onboard 
battery size, makes it impractical to attach the tags to some small assets. But as 
mentioned in Chapter 2, new battery printing technology could lead to smaller 
and cheaper active tags. 
Since the abstraction layer abstracts away the interaction and information flow down 
to the most common parameters, other asset tracking technologies can be “plugged 
in”. With the help of plug-ins it then becomes possible to use other technologies such 
as barcode scanners or any new radio tracking technologies such as RuBee, provided 
these technologies allow for identification of assets via a unique identifier and a 
software driver can be written. 
The Juno asset tracking web application constitutes the second main subsystem for 
this project, and allows the users to work with the asset register. This part of the 
overall project allows for the most flexibility and can be easily expanded and built upon 
to fulfil other tracking requirement that may arise, beside the requirements gathered 
from the industrial partner. The code itself is highly modular and makes use of design 
patterns discussed in Chapter 2 in order to provide much coveted aspects of any 
software system; these being readability, testability, modularity, extensibility, low 
coupling and high cohesion. All of the requirements from the industrial partner have 
been met and in some cases exceeded, and the new Juno system overall performs 
more reliably, offers more features and addresses many of the shortcomings of the 
legacy A-Track software in use by the industrial partner. 
The third main aspect of the overall project is the integration via BizTalk to OpenBravo 
(a sample ERP system chosen for this project). This subsystem of the of overall project 
allows for integration with third party ERP software in order to retrieve and 
synchronise the asset information contained in these management information 
systems. Using the methods learned, such as knowing how to orchestrate and map 
dataflow from the sample ERP system to Juno, it is possible to modify this portion of 
the project to integrate in a similar manner with other ERP systems such as SAP. 
Unfortunately due to excessive costs of software such as SAP ERP and limited project 
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budget, OpenBravo which is an open source ERP system was chosen to demonstrate 
the ability to bridge these software systems with Juno database. 
There is one important final observation and conclusion to be made. The industrial 
partner’s use case and requirements, call for RFID readers and antennae to be 
positioned in fixed locations, in order to scan a volume of space, which contains tagged 
assets at large installations such as a warehouse or manufacturing facility. The author 
believes that in practice monitoring a fixed area for exceptions, which would occur if a 
tagged item leaves this RFID illuminated area, is not an optimal procedure for asset 
tracking. Several issues arise in such a setup containing fixed readers, these are: 
• Black spots occur due to interference or presence of metallic or liquid bodies. 
• As explained earlier the read range of RFID readers is rather short, hence in 
order to read a large area a number of expensive readers would be required. 
Therefore, it is proposed that in a manner similar to other existing RFID asset tracking 
systems, emphasis is placed on the use of mobile, handheld readers in order to scan an 
area. Or alternatively the system would make use of a mixture of fixed readers in high 
traffic areas, and handheld readers elsewhere. This proposal would require changes to 
the way exceptions are recorded by Juno and in the way these exceptions are 
presented to the user. No changes would need to be made to the Driver Abstraction 
layer or the BizTalk integration sub system. 
 
 
Future Work 
With the completion of this project and with the knowledge gathered it is possible to 
list and make recommendations on any future work and research. 
On a commercial side GMIT and Enterprise Ireland can continue on with 
commercialisation of the developed system, and build on the knowledge gathered in 
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order to deliver a successful product based on a blend of hardware and software. This 
product could be also backed by services such as support and training. 
Commercialisation would involve carrying out mainly non engineering tasks such as: 
• Market research and marketing. 
• Product packaging and service delivery. 
• Drafting business and training plans. 
• Providing detailed documentation. 
• Customising the interface to suit the needs of any customers, the Juno web 
application is designed and is capable of being extended and the user interface 
is highly customisable due to the modular nature of the application. 
A business plan centred on the developed asset tracking product can be drawn up, 
with profit opportunities arising from various services: 
• Installation of the tracking system 
• Training on how to use such a system 
• Service and maintenance contracts 
• Providing customisation and custom extensions. 
Another interesting alternative commercial idea with possibility for rapid growth, 
involves opening up this system and releasing it as an open source project, then 
earning profits from consulting services. An example of this could be seen in some of 
the software used to illustrate the concept in this project such as OpenBravo. 
OpenBravo is released as an open source ERP system, this has allowed OpenBravo S.L, 
the company behind OpenBravo and who performed the original research and 
development of the system, to:  
• Rapidly gain market share 
• Compete with software system giants such as SAP and Microsoft in a crowded 
sector of the software industry. 
• Incorporate ideas and feedback from users. 
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• Leverage the Open Source development model in order to improve the 
product. 
• Gain wide product recognition. 
• Provide consultancy services for specialised product extensions and support. 
OpenBravo S.L has recently received $12 million in venture capital, and has grown to 
over 100 employees in 3 years (103). OpenBravo is not the only company to follow 
such a business practice of using open source to gain market share and generate 
profits, MySQL database used in this project was originally developed by MySQL AB 
and then sold to Sun Microsystems for $1 billion (104), who recently have been 
acquired by Oracle Corporation. 
On the technical and engineering aspects of the project some areas for any future 
work and research are: 
• Explore the use of BizTalk RFID in place of the Reader Abstraction layer and 
plug-ins developed for this project. BizTalk RFID promises the potential to 
achieve similar aim of providing abstraction for multiple readers, but this 
Microsoft software is not Open Source and is costly. 
• Provide an API for Juno; hence other systems can interact with the asset 
register data. 
• The use of new technologies that show promise such as RuBee in order to 
replace active RFID. 
• Location triangulation, using data collected from 3 or more readers it should be 
possible to identify the location of tagged item and then display the 
coordinates visually to the end user using in browser mapping technologies 
such as Google Maps, which can be modified to work with custom maps such as 
business premises. Unfortunately due to the short range of passive RFID, the 4 
passive readers acquired for this project were useless in a triangulation 
scenario, and only 2 active readers were acquired of which one reader became 
defective. 
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• The user interface could be easily adapted, by creating separate View files on 
top of the same Controllers, in order to work on latest generation of lower 
resolution mobile devices such as iPhone’s and ultra-portable tablet 
computers. 
The web application framework developed for this project is flexible enough to be 
used in any other projects within GMIT that require a web application interface. This 
can help in code reuse and prevent someone else reinventing the wheel. Some of the 
research projects at GMIT such as the Data Acquisition, Web Based Learning (DAQ-
WBL) project at GMIT’s Centre for Integration of Sustainable Energy Technologies 
could make use of the web application framework developed for Juno. Their project 
involves collecting and processing data from a network of environmental sensors and 
displaying the information in order to facilitate learning. DQL-WBL project has 
similarities with this project, in the way that data is collected from sensors (RFID 
readers and tags), the data is processed and stored, and finally a database backed web 
application is used to interact with the information.
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Glossary 
ACID 
ACID is feature of database systems which provide; Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability that 
guarantee that transactions complete correctly. 
 
AJAX 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, a group of interrelated client side web application techniques which 
includes asynchronous HTTP communication via JavaScript, used to provide interactive rich web 
applications. 
 
ALE 
Application Level Events are a specification from GS1 EPCglobal designed to provide abstraction and 
facilitate interaction with RFID middleware systems. 
 
API 
Application Programming Interface is a collection of methods, hooks and data structures within software 
libraries and systems that allow for integration with other components. 
 
BSD License 
Berkeley Software Distribution, a form of permissive open source license 
 
ERP 
Enterprise Resource Planning is an enterprise wide information system used to aid the completion of 
business processes such as financial, supply chain and human resource management. 
 
Fast CGI 
Fast CGI is a newer protocol superseding the older Common Gateway Protocol (CGI) which is used as an 
interface between interactive applications and web servers. 
 
Fixed Asset Tracking 
This is an accounting process of tracking assets within the company for the purposes of financial 
accounting, theft prevention and preventative maintenance. 
 
GNU  
Self-referentially, short for "GNU's not UNIX", a UNIX -compatible software system developed by the 
Free Software Foundation (FSF). The philosophy behind GNU is to produce software that is non-
proprietary.  Anyone can download, modify and redistribute GNU software.  The only restriction is that 
they cannot limit further redistribution.  The GNU project was started in 1983 by Richard Stallman at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  
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GPL 
General Public License. This license accompanies some open source software that details how the 
software and its accompanying source code can be freely copied, distributed and modified.  The most 
widespread  use  of GPL in reference to the GNU GPL,  which  is  commonly abbreviated simply as GPL 
when  it  is  understood  that  the term refers  to  the  GNU GPL.  One of the basic tenets of the GPL is 
that anyone who acquires the material must make it available to anyone else under the same licensing 
agreement. 
 
HTTP 
Hyper text transfer protocol, an application level protocol which forms the foundation and allows access 
to inter linked documents on the World Wide Web. It specifies how web browsers request and update 
documents. 
 
JSON 
JavaScript Object Notation is a text based, human readable computer data interchange format (RFC 
4627) for representing simple data structures and associative arrays. 
 
OOP 
Object Oriented Programming is a programming paradigm that uses object data structures that consist 
of data and methods to manipulate this data in order to implement programs in a more modular 
fashion. 
 
PHP FPM 
PHP FPM is a BSD Licensed patch for managing PHP Fast CGI processes. 
 
RFID 
Radio Frequency Identification is a system of tracking objects via electronic tags. 
 
SQL 
Structured Query Language is high level language designed for retrieval and manipulation of data in a 
relational database system. 
 
YUI 
The Yahoo User Interface library is an open source, BSD licensed JavaScript framework and set of 
libraries which can be used to build rich and interactive web applications. 
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Appendix 
1. Juno Entity Relation Diagram and schema 
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2. Juno UML Class Diagram for the main Model Classes 
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At the core of the Juno system sit the main Model classes (the M in MVC pattern). 
Their main functionality mostly involves checking and filtering data and working with 
the appropriate database tables. With the exceptions of the ReaderDriver class which 
communicates with the RFID readers via each reader driver and the Reader class which 
also has a method to filter tag data. 
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3. UML Deployment Diagram 
 
The above UML Deployment diagram shows each of the 3 devices used within this 
project and its main components. Each of the devices is a virtual machine instance 
within the VMware server, with communication over a local network. This allowed for 
easier testing, development and deployment of the overall system.  
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4. Juno source code outline 
and structure 
As discussed earlier, the Juno web 
application part of the project was 
mostly coded in PHP5. The project 
structure as illustrated on the right 
follows the MVC architecture with a 
clear separation between controllers, 
models and view templates. This 
helped achieve the project aims of 
maintainability and extensibility of the 
code. Any new functionality can be 
added by extending a new controller, 
coding its interactions with the 
model(s) and constructing an 
appropriate response for the end user. 
The project also contains several filter 
classes which hook into the HTTP 
request/response cycle and third 
party open source JavaScript libraries. 
Thanks to the separation afforded by 
the MVC pattern some of the 
controllers (such as reader driver 
testing and diagnostic) are not 
exposed via the CGI interface in the 
normal HTTP request/response cycle 
but are usable from the command 
line. This proved to be helpful in rapid 
development and testing of the 
models, such as the Reader class. 
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5. RFID tag data filtering and processing 
The main functionality of the Juno system revolves around capturing, filtering RFID tag 
data (sequence 1) and then processing this data into useful information and storing it 
(sequence 2). 
The outline of sequence 1 is as follows: 
• Scheduler initiates the script every minute. One minute intervals is the smallest 
period that the Linux crontab scheduler can do, alternatively the events can be 
triggered via the web application by a button click or by using a custom 
scheduling deamon which can poll the readers at smaller of intervals if 
required. For simplicity and since the business requirements of the partner did 
not require a near real time system, polling the readers at one minute intervals 
is sufficient. 
• The controller fetches a list of readers and its driver and connection settings. 
• And then proceeds to iterate over this list contacting each reader in turn asking 
for raw tag data, in the event of a Reader problem such as communication 
issues or the Reader taking too long to respond an exception is raised. An 
alternative approach was also tried, this involved forking of a separate thread 
for each Reader and reading the tags within its own thread, this alternate 
approach offers some safety against the occurrence of I/O blocking and would 
be better suited for a system with a large number of readers where a simple 
linear iteration might exceed one minute intervals. This alternative method of 
forking each reader polling thread is recommended for systems with large 
numbers of readers as discovered after stress testing this part of the code with 
a mixture of real and virtual dummy test readers. 
• The returned tag data is then passed through a basic duplicate removal filter in 
order to eliminate redundant tag noise (As mentioned earlier some readers 
physically poll the tags at faster rates than other readers). For example some 
readers might return 10 entries for a particular tag within the minute interval 
but we only need the most recent entry in the process cutting down on 
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redundant (for the purpose of this project) data, of course the filter method 
could be easily modified with any evolving business requirements. 
• The next step involves iterating over this returned and filtered list of tag data 
(the format is discussed earlier in thesis on page 58) and adding each temp_tag 
tuple into a temporary table. The reason for this approach as compared to 
performing further filtering within this thread is a simple case of refactoring a 
large process into a focused method in order to follow the basic software 
engineering principle of achieving strong cohesion. Storing the partially filtered 
tag data in a fast Memory type table allows this data to be further filtered by a 
separate processing script(s) (See sequence 2) and leaves the initial capture and 
basic filtering sequence performing fast. This approach also allows the system 
to scale as filtering is split into two steps with the possibility of farming out the 
further filtering and processing steps onto other servers.
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As mentioned already the basic functionality described in “sequence 1” on previous 
pages and implemented in the ActionController called “readers:_tag_read_all” inserts 
data into a temporary Memory table, data which has been retrieved and then filtered 
to remove unneeded duplicate entries.  
This allows for the implementation of any further filtering or processing steps that 
might be required in their own separate controllers running on their own schedule. 
Based on the requirements gathered from the industrial partner, there are three 
separate filtering/processing actions being performed on the gathered data, their aim 
is to derive useful information to fulfil business needs, these are: 
• Processing the tag data and updating the appropriate Reader<>Tag relation in 
the database, hence associating each tag (and indirectly each tagged asset) 
with a reader and also updating needed attributes such as timestamp, 
antennae number and RSSI.  
• Inserting log entries of the above derived relation into a logging table, this 
provides us with a history of the asset location and an audit trail. 
• Raising exceptions if any of the assets leave the read range of all the readers 
after a period of time (1-2 minutes). This alerts the system users that an asset 
might be missing. 
Further filtering options can be easily added if required, for example triangulating the 
assets position and displaying the location on a room map. 
The outline of one of these filtering sequences above is represented in the following 
UML sequence diagram. 
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6. BizTalk Integration, Development Iterations 
BizTalk Server 2006 is a stand-alone system that operates separately from the various 
other organisations systems. BizTalk Server 2006 ensures that the remote systems and 
the organisations tracking application systems interact smoothly and efficiently. This 
includes applying business rules to the messaging process and routing the messages 
appropriately. The message flow for this scenario looks similar to the following 
illustration. 
 
Message Flow 
To fully implement this system an agile development methodology was adopted as 
much as possible.  The main influence of this was an iterative approach to 
development. The following sections discuss each of the major iteration involved in 
this development. 
Request Response
Approved Messages
Remote System(s)
BizTalk
Server
Client
Applications
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Development Iteration One – Flat File 
For this basic section of the research a visual studio BizTalk Server project was created. 
The project contains two message schemas, a pipeline, and a map. In the solution, a 
remote system sends a message to BizTalk Server for processing. In this iteration the 
following items were developed: 
• The solution, to hold the project. 
• The project, to hold the schemas, pipeline, and map. 
• The schema for the message the remote system sends to BizTalk Server. 
• The schema for the message BizTalk Server sends to the client application if the 
message is invalid. 
• A pipeline, which transforms both messages so BizTalk Server can use the FILE 
adapter to send and receive the messages.  
• A map, which connects the schemas of the two messages.  
By mapping the schemas, data from the remote systems   message can be included in 
the request denied message. The business process routes the messages and evaluates 
the contents of the inventory replacement request message against approval criteria. 
The following illustration shows the flow of data through BizTalk Server in the Iteration 
1 scenario.  
 
Middleware development - Iteration 1 
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Iteration two – Message Queues MSMQ 
Writing Messages to a Message Queue (C#) 
For this project Message Queues were investigated in regard to transferring asset data 
between a data base through middleware to a web service and file system. The 
research avenues investigated are outlined below. 
With the ability to read write and delete messages from a web service established it is 
necessary transfer the received messages to the messages queue.2
Message queuing provides a guaranteed message delivery. These messages can be 
prioritised according user requirements. Messages can be sent and remain in the 
queue the same way as it sent till the message is delivered. In other words, it is 
possible to implement offline capabilities. Several related messages can be coupled 
into a single transaction to ensure that they are sent in order, delivered only once and 
successfully retrieved in the destination queue. If any error occurs in this transaction, 
the transaction is cancelled. Windows security can also be used to secure access 
control, authenticate and encrypt the messages sent and received.  
 Microsoft Windows 
Message Queuing is the easy way to communicate with application programs quickly 
and reliably by sending and receiving messages. Messaging provides a flexible and 
powerful mechanism for inter-process communication between the components of 
server-based applications.  
The following section explains the how MSMQ has been implemented between the 
web service and middleware server and the basics of message queuing. 
                                                     
2 http://www.codeproject.com/KB/cs/mgpmyqueue.aspx 
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Queue Creation 
The process starts with the queue creation. In the example a private queue called 
‘MyQueue’ is created.  Public queues can be created on your machine or any other 
machine with Message Queuing. For that however, it will be necessary to have domain 
or enterprise administrative access rights. There is a difference in creating a new 
queue and creating an instance of Message Queuing component, which refers to an 
already existing queue in the operating system. This code snippet states that if the 
private queue called MyQueue already exists; create an instance of MessageQueue to 
point to that queue. If it doesn’t exist then create a private queue called MyQueue. 
 
if( MessageQueue.Exists(@".\Private$\MyQueue")) 
      //creates an instance MessageQueue, which points to the already 
existing MyQueue 
      mq = new System.Messaging.MessageQueue(@".\Private$\MyQueue"); 
else 
      //creates a new private queue called MyQueue  
      mq = MessageQueue.Create(@".\Private$\MyQueue"); 
 
It is also possible to verify whether the queue is created or not with the Computer 
Management Console.  In the Computer Management Console, expand the Services 
and Applications section. Then expand the Message Queuing section and select Private 
Queue. The newly created queue named MyQueue can be viewed here.  
The next step is to send a new message. 
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Sending a Message 
System.Messaging.Message mm = new System.Messaging.Message(); 
mm.Body = txtMsg.Text; 
mm.Label = "Msg" + j.ToString(); 
j++; 
mq.Send(mm); 
 
//Use Message object to send messages. This will give you more control 
over your messages.  
//To receive,  
try 
{ 
      mes = mq.Receive(new TimeSpan(0, 0, 3)); 
      mes.Formatter = new XmlMessageFormatter( 
        new String[] {"System.String,mscorlib"}); 
      m = mes.Body.ToString(); 
} 
catch 
{ 
      m = "No Message"; 
} 
MsgBox.Items.Add(m.ToString()); 
 
There are several considerations in retrieving and reading messages from the queue. 
These are i) locking access, ii) properties and iii) format for reading messages. To read 
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messages from a queue, a formatter is necessary to serialise and desterilise the 
message before manipulating it. In this example XmlMessageFormatter is used.  
It is possible to select properties when retrieving a message from a queue. These 
properties are in a class called MessagePropertyFilter and correspond to actual 
properties on the Message class. When the value for one of these properties is set to 
true, the component will retrieve the corresponding property each time a message is 
removed from the queue. If any properties are not required the 
MessagePropertyFilter is set to false. 
Access locking to the queue is performed by setting the DenySharedReceive property 
to false. This will temporarily prevent other users from reading message from the 
queue and also prevents unauthorised removing of messages.  
Put the creation logic in the constructor of the form and the send and receive in 
appropriate button clicks, you’ll get the simple inter-process communication between 
the two forms 
This added the ability to receive messages via a Message Queue as described 
previously described, this was to allow messages to be received by BizTalk server 2006 
in a completely decoupled manner.  
 
Middleware development - Iteration 2 
Message
Queue
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Iteration Three – Database 
The Receive port was configured to extract the asset details from a open bravo 
PostegreSQL database. Because BizTalk server 2006 has no default adapter for this 
type of database a web service was written to act a proxy between BizTalk and open 
bravo. This was achieved using the BizTalk 2006 SOAP adapter. This database is a 
repository for all of the assets and can be queried by the various user applications 
(Juno in this case). The flow of data through the system now looks as follows. 
 
Middleware development - Iteration 3 
 
Iteration Four – Web Services 
BizTalk server 2006 comes complete with Web Service SOAP adapters which allow data 
to be accessed. To maintain compatibility with other middleware products we decided 
to develop a bespoke web service to interface with the messages in the SQL Server 
2005 database described previously.  
For this section a new web service was developed. A new namespace will be defined, 
and within this namespace will be a set of classes that define the Web Service. By 
default the following classes will be created: 
Message
Queue
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• Global (in global.asax) - Derived from HttpApplication. This file is the ASP.NET 
equivalent of a standard ASP global.asa file. 
• Service (Service.cs) - Derived from System.Web.Services.WebService. This is the 
WebService class that allows you to expose methods that can be called as Web 
Services. 
There are also a number of files created: 
• AssemblyInfo.cs - Contains version and configuration information for the 
assembly. 
• web.config - Defines how the application will run (debug options, the use of 
cookies etc). 
• Service.disco - Discovery information the web service. 
 Navigate to Service.asmx file in a browser and you will get back a user-friendly page 
showing the methods available, the parameters required and the return values. Forms 
are even provided allowing you to test the services through the web page. 
Bin\Service.dll is the actual Web Service component. This is created when you build 
the service. The class for the service is called Service.asmx. To test the service you can 
navigate to Service.asmx from your web browser. 
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7. BizTalk Orchestration Schedule 
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8. ERP interaction events and processing 
 
As discussed earlier this project uses Microsoft BizTalk server in order to connect to an 
ERP system (Openbravo ERP in the case of this project) and then retrieve asset 
information from the ERP system. The main events in this process are as follows: 
1. User initiates the retrieval process by clicking on a button in the Juno UI 
2. A web service request message is send from Juno to the BizTalk application.  Here 
the BizTalk orchestration schedule checks whether the message is valid.  
3. Once the request is verified by the orchestration BizTalk connects to the 
Openbravo database and retrieves asset details. 
4. This asset information is then “mapped” within the BizTalk server and only the 
relevant fields as required by the business rules are kept in a local database. 
5. An XML file is created consisting of the required asset information fields is returned 
as a response to the webservice request in 2). 
6. This response is parsed by relevant Juno controller and the asset information 
added to the item database within Juno, the User receives a success or failure 
response in the UI. 
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7. Legacy A-Track application, user interface 
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8. Juno screenshots 
Juno – Main Dashboard 
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Juno – Asset Register View 
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Juno –Tagged Item Detailed View 
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Juno – Common User Tasks 
 
